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KIMBERLY DOZIER
AP Intelligence Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
year at'ter the U.S. raid that
killed Osama bin Laden. alQaida is hobbled and hunted.
too busy surviving for the
moment to carry out another
Sept. I I -style attack on U.S.
soil.
But the terrorist network
dreams still of payback, and
U.S. counterterrorist officials
warn that, in time its offshoots
may deliver.
A decade of wars in Iraq and
Afghanistan that has cost the
U.S. about $1.28 trillion and
6,300_ U.S. troops lives has
forced al-Qaida's affiliates to
regroup, from Yemen to Iraq.
Bin Laden's No. 2, Ayman alZawahri, is thought to be hiding, out of U.S. reach, in
Pakistan's mountains,just as bin
Laden was for so many years.
"It's wishful thinking to say
al-Qaida is on the brink, of
defeat," says Seth Jones, a Rand
analyst and adviser to U.S. special operations forces. "They
have increased global presence.

See Page 4
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Daily Forecast
The National Weather Service
Monday: A 20 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms after 11 a.m. Mostly
sunny, with a high near 85.
Monday Night: A 40 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms. Mostly cloudy, with
a low around 66.
Tuesday: A 50 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms. Partly sunny, with a
high near 84.
Night: Partly
Tuesday
cloudy, with a low around 66.
South southwest wind around
7 mph.
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Eric Church
to perform
in Murray
Friday night

RICKY MARTIN Ledger & Times
LOYALTY DAY PARADE: Members of the Calloway County Middle and High School marching band perform
on Main Street during the Loyalty Day Parade Saturday morning. For another photo, see Page 3.

45 incumbent lawmakers
face no opponents this year
ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — In the
farm communities of western
Kentucky, Republican state Rep.
Dwight Butler has never lost an election, so it's little wonder no one chose
to run against him this year.
Challenging Butler, a respected auctioneer and realtor from Harned who
has served in the Legislature since
1995, was an exercise in futility for
the only two candidates ever to run
against him.
But 44 other incumbent lawmakers,
including some newbies to Frankfort,
also are running unopposed in both
the spring primary and fall general
elections, raising questions about
whether potentially strong candidates
want no part Of the chaos that is
Frankfort politics.

"Maybe people haye just given up,"
said University of Louisville political
scientist Laurie Rhodebeck. "Maybe
there's a sense that something is just
broken about the state Legislature and
who would want to participate in a
body that doesn't seem to want to get
anything done."
Out of 119 legislative seats up for
election this year, only 36 will be on
primary election ballots — 28 House
seats and eight Senate seats. In all, 40
state representatives and five senators
are running unopposed.
That's not unusual in Kentucky. In
some election years, the number of
incumbent lawmakers without challengers is even higher. The reasons are
varied, including the necessity for
lawmakers living in distant parts of
the state having to be away from home
for about three months a year while

the Legislature is in session.
"It is a daunting task to run for a legislative seat — raising six-figure sums
to challenge an incumbent candidate
or even to run for an open seat," said
Democratic strategist Dale Emmons.
"To do that, a person has to give up a
lot of personal time and time away
from their vocation just to make the
race. And once you're elected, you
continue to have to do that. Seldom
does that legislative pay of $30,000 or
so make up for that."
The contentious image of the
Legislature could also be a deterrent.
Rarely has that image been so fully
displayed as it was this year when a
Democratic-controlled House and a
Republican-led Senate sparred over
political redistricting and budget

By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Since the release of Eric Church's third
album, "Chief," last July, the North
Carolina-bred country singer-songwriter
has had his first No. 1 album, first No. I
single, a Grammy nomination and probably the best reviews of his career so far.
So, given the rather rapid rise in
Church's visibility and level of'success in
the last few months, is he used to the idea
of playing stadiums yet?
"No," Church said with a hearty laugh in
a recent telephone interview from his
home in Nashville, Tenn.'No, there's no
real getting used to it. I was in clubs about
a year ago, so it's been a little bit of
whiplash for me,just the speed of which it
all kicked in. It's somewhat surreal and
unexpected."
One of those stadiums will be Murray
State University's CFSB Center at 7:30
p.m. Friday, when Church and his band
will appear as part of the "Blood, Sweat &
Beers Tour." It will actually be Church's
second show in Murray, having previousl
opened for Miranda Lambert when she
performed at the same venue in October
2010. Opening for Church will be Lee
Brice, who has had such hits as "Love
Like Crazy" and "A Woman Like You."
Like Church, Brice hails from the
Carolinas, but his home state is South
Carolina.
The Blood, Sweat & Beers Tour is
Church's first headlining tour. After years
of playing gigs around North Carolina,
Church - who will turn 35 the day before
the Murray show - moved to Nashville to
try to make a living as a songwriter. He
eventually signed with Capitol Records
and released his first album,"Sinners Like
Me," in 2006,gaining notice among country fans with singles like "How 'Bout
You" and "Guys Like Me." His second
record, "Carolina," exposed him to larger
audiences in 2009 with popular singles
such as "Smoke A Little Smoke" and
"Love Your Love the Most."
"Chief," however, launched Church into
a new level of stardom. It reached No. I on
the Billboard 200 album chart and was
included on lists of the year's top albums

See Page 3

•See Page 4

Obama, Clintons
deepen political
and policy ties
JULIE PACE
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Once a tense rivalry, the relationship between President
Barack Obama and Bill and
Hillary Rodham Clinton has
evolved into a genuine political and policy partnership.
Both sides have a strong
incentive in making the
alliance work, especially in an
election year. For Obama, Bill Clinton is a
fundraising juggernaut, a powerful reminder to voters that a
Democrat ran the White House
the last time the economy was
thriving. For the spotlight-lov-

ing former president, stronger
ties with the White House and
campaign headquarters mean
he gets a hand in shaping the
future of the party he led for
nearly a decade.
.0bama's re-election campaign has put Bill Clinton on
notice.that he will be used as a
top surrogate, further evidence
of how far the two camps have
come since the bitter days of
the 2008 Democratic primary
between Obama and Hillary
Clinton, now his secretary of
state. —
The current and former pres-

•See Page 4
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ARBOR DAY CELEBRATION: Dr. Winston Dunwell, an extension specialist for nursery
crops from the University of Kentucky's Research and Education Center in Pnnceton, Ky.
spoke at Murray State's arboretum on Saturday morning about the importance of trees and
other plants to our daily life. For another photo, see Page 3.
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A weekend of fun & activities

Country
Murray

•C

From I
ANGIE HATTON / Ledger & Times

TURN OF THE CENTURY SOCIAL: Visitors to Murray-Calloway County Central Park on
Saturday got to step back into the past with activities at the Turn of the Century Social.
Pictured, Murray State University Recreation and Leisure student Ewa Wantulok, right, talks
about changes in the way students learn in the one room school house. Also pictured, at left,
are Rebecca Mitchner and Amanda Nowak.

ANGIE HATTON

ANGIE HATTON / Ledger & Times

TOUCH A TRUCK: A fire truck, a trolley and an earth mover were among the large vehicles
for kids to see, touch and climb into at the Touch A Truck event in Saturday in Murray-Calloway
County Central Park. Pictured, from left, are Stone Walker, Griffin Walker and Hank Fronza,
checking out the bucket on the Murray Electric System truck.

Ledger & Times

ANALEMMA EXPERIMENT: Murray Elementary School students in Courtney Vanover's class, with the help of Tom
Lough, have been marking the change in the sun's movement
' with the seasons by marking the location of the school flag
pole every morning at 9:30 a.m. This past Saturday was
approximately one year into the project, said Lough, and
members of the Murray Fire Department lent their help to photograph the figure eight "analemma" the marks made. Above,
Lough uses a clock to mark the tip of the flagpole at 9:30 a.m.
At right, firefighters photograph the pattern.
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SPECIAL OLYMPICS: Murray hosted the Region 1 Special Olympics Track and Field competition Saturday at Roy Stewart Stadium. Pictured, from left, are Holly Martin, of Paducah; Kerry
Ray, of Mayfield, and Dylan Hancock, of Cadiz, competing in the 25 meter wheelchair race.
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VOTE MURRAY FRIENDLIEST
SMALL TOWN IN AMERICA!
1. Visit www.bestoftheroad.com.
2. In the search bar at the top of the site, search
"Murray, Ky."
3. Click the box for Murray, Kentucky.

Vacatiovt Possible? Think Possible!

4. Click "Review & Vote."

Thitetking that a dream vacation might release

5. Register by creating a username and password.

some stress in your life? We can make your
Vacation Dreams possible, with our low-interest
personal loan of up to $25,000 with an APR as
low as 3.69%! With interest rates this low, your
dreams of fun in the sun are now made possible.

6. Write a review stating why you think Murray is the
friendliest small town in America. The review must
be 20-2,000 characters. Below the review, vote for
Murray as "Friendliest Town."

Think Loans of Possibilities with FNB!
8. You may vote every day between now and May
15. A review is only required the first time you vote.
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SUV plunges
into NYC's
Bronx Zoo
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Country singer-songwriter Eric Church. pictured here in a publicity photo, will perform at
Murray State University's CFSB Center.
there."
Church said that as much as he
loves performing for the
crowds, he tries to keep perspecFrom Front
tive.
"1 went to Nashville to be a
by NPR, Rolling Stone, SPIN songwriter: that's who I am." he
and the Los Angeles Times. He said.
"All the other stuff will go
then earned a Grammy Award
away one day. but in the end. I'll
nomination for Best Country
still be writing song,s."
Album alongside artists like
Church's most recent single is
George Strait and . Lady
"Springsteen." which is not only
Antebellum. He also had his
an
homage
to
Bruce
first No. I single. "Drink in My
Springsteen's music, but a song
Hand.- in January.
about being 17 and in love. He
The fact that Church worked
as hard as he did to get where he said he was inspired to write it
is makes his recent success all by the memory of a concert he
attended as a teenager at the
the more satisfying. he said.
"The cool thing is. because of Verizon Wireless Amphitheater
the path to get here, when I walk in Charlotte, NC'. He said it was
out on that stage. for the people his first big amphitheater show,
we got that are now 10 or and he went with a group of
15,(XX) people. they get every- friends, which included a certhing I've got." he said. "Not tain girl. •
"What's funny is, the relationthat they never did (before.). but
it's not lost on me how rare it is ship didn't last very long, but to
that I'm standing in front of this day. when I hear that_ artist's
them with the path that we've songs. I think about her,"
had. I empty the tank. I give Church said. -That's what I love
them every ounce of energy that about music, is that it can timeI have, and so does the band. stamp itself to a memory. And
and I think make it a great show no matter 'where you are, no
for the • crowd because of the matter how long it's been, when
path that it's taken us to get you hear that music, it immedi-

Ledger & Times

irge vehicles
ay-Calloway
lank Fronza,

ately recalls another time in
your life."
Church said he doesn't want
to reveal who actually headlined
that concert because he wants
people to think of whatever
music means something to them
when they hear the song:
Although that particular concert
wasn't a Springsteen show,
Church Chose to build the song
around his music because he felt
that Springsteen probably represents that time in his life more
than anyone else.
"First of all. I'm a huge fan of
his career and his music, but
he's also an artist that I thought
defined an era better than maybe
any other artist of his tine," he
said."And what this was kind of
calling back to was that definition of an era and a time."
Although Church has not had
a chance to meet Springsteen. he
he
heard
from
said
Springsteen's representatives
that he liked the song and the
writing on it.
For tickets to Friday's show,
drop by the CFSB Center box
visit
office,
www.ticketmaster.cOm or call I 800-745-3000.

Ledger & Times

=ield compeducah; Kerry
lchair race.

HAWKINS TEAGUE / Ledger & Times

SUNDAY COLLISION: The Murray Police Department responded to a collision at 12th and
Chestnut streets at approximately 4:37 p.m. Sunday. According to a report by Officer Brant
Shutt, Jonathan Thomas, 21, of Murray, was driving south on 12th Street in a white Ford
Taurus when he attempted to make a left turn onto Chestnut Street. He had a green light, but
no green arrow, Shutt said. Thomas turned into the path of D'Arcy Belt, 37, of Murray, who was
driving a silver Chevy Aveo. Belt had a green light and the right-of-way, Shutt said. Thomas
was transported to Murray-Calloway County Hospital for cuts to his head and face. The Murray
Fire Department and Murray-Calloway EMS assisted at the scene.
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Hopkinsville mayor
pushes smoking ban

DAILY
SPECIALS
Not valid with any other offer.

MON.

490 Buffalo Wings ALL DAY LONG

TUES.

10" One Topping Pizza

84.99 until 5:00 • 85.99 after 5:00
WED

490 Boneless Wings ALL DAY LONG

HE LISTENS!
Houston Security Company is serious about home and
business security. Call the number; Chuck Houston
answers, and you're talking to the owner. No service
guy frOm another state; no answering machines
or receptionists — just serious people with a serious
solution for your safety and security challenges.

Burger & Fries

$4.99 until 5:00 •$5.89 after 5:00

Dte.

WOOD Electronics

VERENA DOBNIK
Associated Press
NEW YORK (AP) — An outof-control SUV barreled across
several lanes of traffic on a highway overpass Sunday, then
plunged more than 50 feet off the
side of the road and landed in a
ravine on the grounds of the
Bronx Zoo, killing all seven people aboard, including three chilRICKY MARTIN / Ledger & Times
dren, authorities said.
LOYALTY DAY PARADE: A float representing VFW 1191
The 2004 Honda Pilot appar- handed out candy and waved to people on the side of main
ently flipped over a 4-foot-high Street Saturday morning.
iron fence before landing upsidedown on the property of the
nation's largest city zoo. The
cause of the crash was unclear,
and police haven't yet said how
fast the SUV was traveling. A
city official said the guardrail's
height would be one of the safety issues investigated.
Police identified the dead
adults as Jacob Nunez, 85, and
Ana Julia Martinez, 81, both
from the Dominican Republic,
and their daughters, Maria
Gonzalez, 45, and Maria Nunez,
39, and three grandchildren.
Police say Gonzalez was driving.
The children were identified as
Jocelyn Gonzalez, 10,the daughter of the driver, Niely Rosario,
7, and Marly Rosario, 3, both
daughters of Nunez.
The SUV was headed south on
the Bronx River Parkway that
cuts through a working-class
RICKY MARTIN Ledger & Times
neighborhood when it bounced
ARBOR
DAY
CELEBRATION:
Matt
Chadwick, director of the
off the median, crossed three
southbound lanes and hit the Arboretum at Murray State University, shows off a tree to procurb, causing the vehicle to ple attending Saturday morning's Arbor Day celebration.
become airborne, continue over
the guardrail and plunge 59 feet,
police said.
"Obviously, the vehicle was
traveling at a high rate of speed,"
FDNY deputy Chief Ronald
Werner said. "It hit something
that caused it to become airborne."
HOPKINSVILLE,
Ky. have mulled a smoking ban
The SUV landed in a wooded
area on the edge of zoo property (AP) — A western Kentucky for years, but Kemp said he
that's closed to the public and far mayor is pushing to ban thinks the timing is right for a
from any animal exhibits, zoo smoking in public places.
ban to pass because surveys
Dan
Kemp
says
spokeswoman Mary Dixon said.
and polls show support for
The vehicle 4ay mangled hours Hopkinsville is the largest
later, its right doors ripped off city in the state that hasn't the measure. In addition,
and strewn amid the trees along passed such a ban and he Kemp said he's received
with items from the scar. Next to wants to change that. Kemp mosSy positive comments
the heavily wooded area are sub- told the Kentucky New Era abotit ite proposal from busiway tracks and a train yard.
that he will present an ordi- nesses.
" I've been in the fire departnance to the city council next
Department
Health
ment 30 years," Werner said.
"Sometimes you come upon month that would ban indoor Director Mark Pyle said a
events that are horrific and this is smoking at public places ban would reduce the prevasuch as restaurants.
one of them."
secondhand smoke.
Kemp says the ordinance is lence of
It's not clear what caused the
"That's
what we're talking
SUV to go out of control around modeled after one passed by
12:30 p.m. The southbound side the city of Bowling Green. about here — the right of
of the highway was closed He says if council members nonsmokers to breathe clean
briefly Sunday afternoon while ratify a ban, it could be put
air," Pyle said. "From a
police investigated but later
into effect as early as July I. health standpoint, it's really a
reopened.
He says residents and busi- no-brainer."
The medical examiner's office
owners should call
ness
said it expected to release the
Kemp said 'under current
victims' causes of death on council members and voice
their opinions because it law nonsmokers can choose
Monday.
sway the vote on the to bypass businesses that
could
The accident was the second in
allow smoking and smokers
the past year wherc a car fell off issue.
the same stretch of the Bronx
Kemp says he plans to pres- can bypass establishments
River Parkway. Last June, the ent the ordinance on May 24 that don't allow it, but he says
driver of an SUV heading north and hopes the council will
there more to it than just a
lost control and the SUV hit a vote on it on June 5.
matter of individual rights.
divider, bounced through two
He said there are exemplanes of traffic and fell 20 feet
"I just think it's such an
tions — such as for private
over a guardrail, landing on a
overriding
health concern
clubs and tobacco stores —
pickup truck in a parking lot. The
trumps
the individual
that
it
two people in the SUV were but bars are included.
Officials in Hopkinsville rights argument," Kemp said.
injured.
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Chicken Tender Basket

$4.99 until 5:00•$5.99 after 5:00
FRI.& SAT. Fish 'N Chips 89.89
8 oz. Sirloin Steak 812.
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SHOPPES OF MURRAY
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Obituaries
Iva (Sins) Mathis Fennell
ha (Sirls) Mathis Fennell, 97, of Hardin, Ky., died Saturday.
April 28, 2012, at 12:50 a.m. at Spring Creek Health Care in
Murray.
Born April 28, 1915, in Marshall County she was a homemaker and the oldest member of the Union Ridge
Baptist Church, having regularly attended for
over 80 years. She was the daughter of the late
Oscar Dellan Sins and the late Nora Mae
(Farley) Sirls.
She was preceded in death by her parents; her
first husband, Luin H. Mathis; second husband,
Alvie Fennell; six brothers, Charles Sins, B.D.
Sirls, George Sirls, Lawrence Sins, Victor Skis
and Alton Sirls; and three sisters, Della York,
Lorine Faughn and Olean Kirk.
Fennell
She is survived by two daughters, Betty S.
Baker and Marion Gardner, both of Aurora; three grandchildren,
Greg Gardner and wife. Debbie, of Hardin, Kevin Baker and
wife. Melisa, of Benton and Pam Shelby and husband, Larry
Dale, of Sedalia; one brother, Wilburn Sirls, of Benton and six
great:grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held Monday, April 30, 2012, at It
a.m. in the Chapel of the Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The
Rev. George Culp Jr. and the Rev. James Keeling will officiate.
Interment will follow at the Union Ridge Cemetery, Aurora.
Visitation was held from 4-8 p.m. Sunday, April 29, 2012, at the
funeral home.
Arrangements are being handled by Collier Funeral Home,
Benton.

Mildred Brandon
Mildred Brandon. 87, of Almo, Ky., died Friday. April 27,
2012, at Parkview Nursing Home in Paducah.
Born Feb. 12, 1925, Mrs. Brandon served as a commissioner
and bookkeeper for the Almo-Dexter Water District and was a
member of Almo Church of Christ.
.She was preceded in death by her husband,
John Marshall Brandon; one daughter, Marsha
Ruth Brandon; and her parents. Cloyce and Ruth
Woodall Hopkins.
Mrs. Brandon is survived by two sons, Roger
Brandon and wife, Judy, of Paducah and Danny
Brandon and wife, Phyllis, of Lexington; one
daughter, Johnna Oleis and husband, John, of
Franklin, Tenn.; one brother, John Dee Hopkins
Brandon
and wife,Cathy,of Murray; three sisters, Ha Brown
and Joann McDougal and husband. Mike, both of Murray and Faye
Shelton and husband, Ronnie, of Mayfield; six grandchildren and
five great-grandchildren.
Graveside services will be held at 11 a.m. Tuesday, May I, 2012,
at Murray Memorial Gardens. R.B. Barton will officiate. Visitation
will be held from 5-8 p.m. Monday, April 30, 2012, at Imes-Miller
Funeral Home.
Online condolences may be left at www.imesmiller.com.
Arrangements are being handled by Imes-Miller Funeral Home &
Crematory.

Dewey L. Patterson
Graveside services for Dewey L. Patterson, 83, of Winter Park.
Fla., were held Saturday, April 28, 2012, at 3 p.m. at Crab Creek
Baptist Church. Visitation was held from 10 a.m. until funeral hour
Saturday at Jackson Funeral Home.
Mr. Patterson died Sunday, April 22, 2012, at his home.
He was born in Hendersonville, N.C. on April
26, 1928, to Gurley R. and Alma Patterson.
He served in the Air Force at Pinecastle Air Force
Base Orlando, Fla., from 1951-55. He was an air
traffic control specialist. He was a member of
Orlando Worship Center.
In addition to his parents, he was preceded in death by one brother, Gurley Lewis; and one sister, Annie Sue Hughes.
He is survived by his wife of 59 years, Betty A. Patterson, formerly of Murray; one son, Michael David Patterson and wife, Shannon,
of Christmas, Fla.; one daughter, Cheryl A. Hill and husband, Paul,
of Winter Park, Fla.; four grandchildren Elizabeth Martin and husband, James, Kyle Patterson, Crystal Patterson and Jessica Hill;
three great-grandchildren; one brother, Jerry Patterson and wife,
Maybelle, of Hendersonville; one sister, Ore Mae Snoody, of
Etowah; one brother, Paul Patterson and wife, China, of
Hendersonville; and several nieces and nephews.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to
Hospice of the Comforter, 450 W. Central Pkwy. Altamonte
Springs, FL 32714. Arrangements are being handled by Collier
Funeral Home in Benton.
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CAR SMASHING FOR A CAUSE: Andi Lawson heaves a sledgehammer onto a car earlier this week on Murray State
University's campus as part of a fundraiser for St. Jude Children's Research Hospital. Lawson is a part of the the group Up
ill Dawn, which fundraises for St. Jude in a variety of ways. Passersby were offered a chance to take three swings at the
vehicle for a $1 donation. Lawson said the car was given to the group by Tennessee Metals Recylcing Center in Puryear,
Tenn.
The retirements of Sens.
Tim
McGaha,
Vernie
Shaughnessy, Jack Westwood
Barbourville to Morehead.
From Front
and Ken Winters created open
Unhappy with the outcome, seats that have generated wideissues.
some lawmakers filed a court spread interest. McGaha.
Redistricting occurs every 10 challenge that resulted in the Westwood and Winters are fisyears to account for population Legislative redistricting plan cally and socially conservative
changes found in the U.S. being tossed out as unconstitu- Republicans from districts that
Census count. The latest count tional.
prefer that political philosophy.
found that the state's overall
The redistricting battle was Shaughnessy is a liberal
population grew from 4 million followed by an equally con- Democrat from a district that
to 4.3 million between 2000 tentious effort to draft a $4.5 has re-elected him repeatedly
and 2010, and that the overall billion transportation budget since he first took office in
population had shifted from and road construction plan. An 1989. '
rural to urban areas. That forced impasse resulted in this year's
Republicans are expected to
lawmakers to redraw legislative legislative session ending with- maintain their 22-15 majority
maps so that each district had out an agreement, forcing Gov. over Democrats in the Senate
nearly the same number of peo- Steve Beshear to call lawmak- after this year's elections. That
ple.
ers back into special session to majority is 23-15 if a lone indeThe changes produced some finish the work.
pendent who caucuses with the
oddly shaped legislative disRhoclebeck said the well-pub- GOP is counted.
tricts. One House district licized political bickering paintIn the House, GOP leaders
stretched from the Tennessee ed "a rather unflattering picture herald their chances of winning
line in McCreary County, zig- of the Legislature."
majority control this fall for the
Even so, enough candidates first time in more than 80 years.
zagged narrowly through
Laurel County, then encom- stepped forward for the May 22 Democrats now hold a 59-41
passed all of Jackson County. primary to create races in 30 majority.
Five Republicans aren't seekOne Senate district stretched House districts and eight Senate
ing re-election, creating open
more than 130 miles from districts.

Ky. legislators

From Front
the number of attacks by affiliates has risen, and in some
places like Yemen, they've
expanded control of territory."
It's a complicated, somewhat
murky picture for Americans to
grasp.
U.S. officials say bin Laden's
old team is all but dismantled.
But they say new branches are
hitting Western targets and U.S.
allies overseas, and still aspire
to match their parent organization's milestone of Sept. II.
2001.
The deadliest is in Yemen.
"They are continuing to try to
again, carry out an attack
against U.S. persons inside of
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The last view for Americans
of the mastermind behind the
Sept. 11 attacks was that of a
wizened old man sitting•in front
of an old television, wrapped in
a blanket.
The world may never see photographic proof of his death.
U.S. District Judge James E.
Boasberg in Washington ruled
last Week that the Obama
administration, under the
Freedom of Information Act,
would not have to turn over

images of bin Laden during or
after the raid.
"Verbal descriptions of the
death and burial of Osama Bin
Laden will have to suffice."
Boasberg wrote in his ruling on
the lawsuit by the public interest group Judicial Watch.
Bin Laden's killing and alQaida's stumbling efforts to
regroup are now the national
of
centerpiece
security
President Barack Obama's reelection campaign.

•Obama, Clintons
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Yemen, as well as against the
homeland," White House counterterrorism advisor John
Brennan said Sunday on ABC's
"This Week."
"We're working very closely
with our Yemeni partners to
track down all these leads," he
said.
Brennan says there's no sign
of an active revenge plot
against U.S. targets, but U.S.
citizens in Pakistan and beyond
are being warned to be vigilant
ahead of the May 2 anniversary
of the night raid. U.S. helicopters swooped down on bin
Laden's compound in the
Pakistani army town of
Abbottabad, killing him, one of
his sons, two couriers and their
wives.

1001 Whitnell Ave.• Murray, KY 42071-1040
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seats in districts that traditionally elect GOP candidates.
Republican Floor Leader Jeff
Hoover believes Republicans
will hold those seats, and that
they will have a shot at winning
four open Democratic seats in
districts that have been trending
Republican.
Steve
Chairman
GOP
said
having
Robertson
Democratic President Barack
Obama at the top of the ballot
this fall could provide a boost to
all GOP candidates in Kentucky
in the Nov.6 general election in
a state where Democrats outnumber Republicans 1.6 million to 1.1 million.
Public opinion polls show
Obama remains widely unpopular among Kentuckians who
voted against him in the 2008
primary and general elections.
And Robertson believes that if
Democrats cross over on the
presidential race this fall, they'll
be more likely to cross over on
legislative races, too.

•Al-Qaida
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be re-elected president of the
United States," Clinton said.
ident teamed up to address sup- because he has clear objectives
porters in Virginia Sunday for the country and is meeting
night, the first of three joint them.
appearances at fundraisers for
Neither Clinton nor Obama
Obama's campaign. The Obama mentioned
presumed
campaign expected more than Republican presidential nomi500 people at a reception at the nee Mitt Romney by name, but
home of Terry McAuliffe, a both
zinged
Democrats
close adviser to both Clintons Romney
for his economic plan
and one of the most ardent pro- and
foreign policy credentials.
tectors of their political brand,
Romney "basically wants to
with tickets starting at $1,000.
do what they did before, on
Eighty people paid $20,000 a
steroids," Clinton said, "which
head for a dinner afterward.
will get you the same conseClinton told the crowd that
quences
you got before, on
Obama is "beating the clock" to
steroids."
restore the economy to health.
Obama said he and Hillary
Digging out of similar financial
Clinton
have "spent the past
holes has historically taken five
three-and-a-half years cleaning
to 10 years, Clinton said.
"Barack Obama deserves to up after other folks' messes."
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Boy injured by home-made zip line
LONDON, Ky. (AP) - A
southern Kentucky teen has suffered severe injuries after getting tangled in a home-made zip
line.
Laurel County Sheriff John
Root said in a statement that
deputies are investigating after
being called out Saturday to a
residence near London where
children were playing on sa
home-mate zip line. The statement said the zip line had been

rigged so that children could
hold on to the line and slide to
the ground.
It said the 13-year-old apparently got the line tangled around
his neck and suffered severe
injuries before others were able
to pull him free. The child, who
was not identified, was airlifted
to the University of Kentucky
Medical Center in Lexington
where he was listed in critical
condition.
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COMMUNITY

email: commenitynews@murraylefall.

DATEBOOK

Ladles of the

Support the HEROS
Campaign for Red Cross

Oaks
The ladies of the Oaks
Country Club held their regular
bridge play Wednesday, April
25, at 9:30 a.m. with Cynthia
Darnall as hostess.
Winners
were
Shirley
Jenstrom, first place and
Carolyn Hargrove, second
place.
Judy
Hooper,
hostess,
announced that golf will be
played Wednesday, May 2, at
9:30 a.m. All members are welcome to play. It is not necessary
to sign-up. Pairings will be
made before play.

As the 2012 HEROES Campaign comes
to a close, help the Calloway County chapter reach their goal of $25,000 by sending
donations to American Red Cross,607 Poplar
Street, Suite 1, Murray, KY 42071. For
more information email jwilson@callowaycoredcross.org. Like the Red Cross on Facebook at http://www.facebook.com/AmericanRedCrossCalloway.

Datebook

Golf scramble set for May 12

Farmington Volunteer Fire Department will
Jessica Morris,
hold a four person golf scramble Saturday.
Community
May 12, at 8 a.m. at South Highland Couneditor
try Club, 3313 State Route 303, Mayfield.
Mulligans, skins and split the pot games will be offered. Pri,ivate carts are welcome. To enter, call (270) 345-2215 or (270)
/ 247-2918 or email southhighlandcou@bellsouth.net.

Hazel Spring Trash pick up scheduled

Ledger & Times

urray State
he group Up
.wings at the
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The City of Hazel will pick up spring trash April 30-May
2. Residents located within the city limits- of Hazel should
place all items along the street in front of residential property no more than 20 feet from the edge of the street. This is
a service provided to residential property only and is not meant
to be a substitute for regular household trash removal. Business and industrial waste is not included.

Death of Parent support group will meet
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The Death of a Parent support group, for anyone who has
lost a parent to death, will meet Monday night at 7 p.m. For
more information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-6646 or
(270) 210-4173.

Free computer classes set for May
The public is invited to attend free computer classes, "Beginning Computer" on Thursdays. May 3, 10, 17, and 24, from
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.; "Online Job Search" on Tuesday, May
8, from 5-7 p.m.; "Computer Maintenance and Repair" on
Tuesday, May 22, from 5-7 p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library. Call 753-2288 for information and registration.

Legion officers giving help
Bill Cowan and Mark Kennedy. service officers of American Legion Post Number 73, will be available each Wednesday from 1-4 p.m. to assist veterans of Calloway County with
the completion of forms and the filing of claims with the Veterans Administration at the Legion Post, 310 Bee Creek Dr.
No appointment is necessary and veterans are served on a
first-come, first-served basis. For more information call Kennedy
at 752-3333.

Storytime Tuesdays offered by church
Immanuel Lutheran Church, 100 South 15th Street, offers
Storytime Tuesdays from 9:30-11 a.m. for children from birth
to 5 years of age. In addition, there's music interaction, snacks
and crafts plus a coffee bar for moms, grandmothers and caregivers. Call 753-6712 for more information.

TOPS meeting Tuesday at FCC
Murray Chapter #616 of TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly)
will meet Tuesday from 9-10 a.m. at First Christian Church.
Visitors are welcome. For more information call Sheila at 2271723.

Bingo to be held Tuesdays at KoC
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The public is invited to Bingo Night, held every Tuesday
at 6:30 p.m. at the Knights of Columbus, 332 Squire Rd..
Murray. Please note the building is a non-smoking facility. For
more information call Kevin at 293-7061.
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HAPPENINGS

Citywide yard sale scheduled
Special to the Ledger
The Citywide Yard Sale, a
fundraiser for Freedom Fest, is
open to all of Murray on
Saturday. May 5. Applications
are now available and the participation fee is $10. Checks
shoUld be made payable to
Freedom Fest.
Applications will be accepted
through Tuesday. May 1.
Payments must he directed to
the Murray Convention and
Visitors Bureau by the deadline
stated above. Applications can
be picked up at the Convention
and Visitor's Bureau. 201 South

Fourth St., Murray. or found
online at www.tourmurray.com.
Yard sale spots will also be
available in the front parking lot
of Central Park. Official
Citywide Yard Sale maps will
be available for $2 at the
Murray CVB office May 3-5.
"This is a great opportunity in
these economic times to make a
little extra money or to find
some great deals for your
home." said Erin Carrico. executive director of the Murray
CVB.
The yard sale will allow participants to sell off any unwant-

Local schools to take
part in food service
Special to the Ledger
The Calloway County School S' stem is participating in the
Summer Food Service Program. Meals will be provided to all children without charge and are the same for all children regardless of
race, color, national origin, sex, age or disability, and there will be
no discrimination in the course of the meal service. Meals will be
provided at Calloway County High School, open site. Monday
through Friday. May 21. 23, 24. 25. 29. 30, 31. June 1-29, July
9-31, Aug. I. 2. 3. Breakfast will be served from 7-8:30 a.m. and
lunch from 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.

[lir& TAnnouncemen/

Applications due today for scholarship
Applications for the Calloway County Homemakers Association's $1000 scholarship for Murray State University students
are due Monday, April 30. Applicants must be a graduating
high school senior residing in Calloway County pursing a
degree in Education or Health and Human Services. For more
information call 753-1456 or Judi Little at (270) 436-5132

AARP Driving Course to be offered
AARP Driving Course will be held Wednesday. May 2, from
8 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. at the Center for Health and Wellness
classroom, 716 Poplar St., Murray. Participants must be age 50
or older and attend the entire class for credit. Kentucky insurance's must offer a discount for those who complete this class.
Pre--registration is required. To register or for more information
call 762-1348. Class size is limited.

Fort Heiman Camp 1834 to meet
Fort Heiman Camp 1834 of the Sons of Confederate Veterans will meet Monday, April 30, at 7 p.m. in the conference
room of the east end of First United Methodist Church. Those
who have Confederate ancestors or are interested in finding
out about Confederate ancestors are invited to attend.

Emily Rose
Lovins
Terry and Cynthia Lovins are
the parents of a daughter, Emily
Rose Lovins. born on Friday.
April 20, 2012. at 8:06 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway.
County
Hospital.
The baby weighed seven
pounds. 12 ounces and measured 20 1/2 inches. The mother
is the former Cynthia Baker. A
brother is Coleman. A sister is
Sara.
Grandparents are Charles and
the late Sondra Lovins, of
Murray and Coleman and Sandy
of
Baker.
formerly
Emily
Lawrenceburg.

The New Concord Neighborhood Watch will meet Monday.
April 30, at 7 p.m. at New Mt. Carmel Baptist Church. Judge
Larry Elkins will be the guest speaker. Sheriff Marcum and
Bill Call will also be in attendance. The community is urged
to attend.

'Evening of Chocolate Delight'set
An Evening of Chocolate Delight, sponsored by Quota Club
of Paris, Lions Club of Paris, Paris Kiwanis Club and Paris
Lioness Club, will be held Tuesday, May 1, from 5-7 p.m. at
Inman Middle School Gym, Paris, Tenn. Tickets are $10 and
can be purchased from Henry County Medical Center, Paris
Henry County Chamber of Commerce, My Favorite Things or
WHAC members. For more information call (731) 644-8266.

Ladies of Murray

County Club
The Murray Country Club
ladies ,held their regular ladies
stroke play Wednesday, April
25. with Dava Miller as hostess.
Championship flight winner
was low gross, Terri Pickens.
First flight winner was low
gross, Marcia Beam. Second
flight winner was low gross,
Judy Muehlman. Nine hole winners were Pat Miller. first place
and Norma Frank,second place.
Chip-ins, Kristi Hopkins.
The ladies will play on
Wednesday, May 2.at 9:30 a.m.
Teams are: Hole I: Ve Sevems,
Betty Stewart, Barbara Grey
and Rebecca Landolt; Hole 3:
Terri Pickens, Cheryl Pittman.
Judy Muehleman and Dava
Miller; Hole 5: Debbie Hixon,
Cyndi Cohoon and Patsy Green;
Hole 9: Jennifer Crouse, Susan
Johnson and Kristi Hopkins.
The 9-hole golfer teams are:
lb: Pat Miller, Norma Frank,
Sue Overbey and Cindy Lewis;
Hole 8: Valerie Heath, Rainey
Apperson. Patsy Chaney and
Linda Porcher; Hole 9b:
Adkins.
Tonda
Marilyn
Thomas, Patsy Oakley and
Doris Cella.

...Nothing else looks orfeels
like home but we come close
84 Uttetback Rd.• Myna% Ky
Phone: 12701 7594700• 1488431-5014
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Murray Youth Baseball and Softball (MYBSA) is recruiting
umpires. This season will run from April 30-June 30. Experience in welcomed, but training will be available. Contact
Sammy Cunningham. MYBSA umpire commissioner, at 2937599 or sainky.23@hotmail.com.

ed items they -wish to place in
the event. With this in mind.
participants should be aware of
the cause and sell items that are
of appropriate display. This
event is available to all, including non-Murray residents.
Spaces at the Central Parkparking lot are on a first COni, first
serve basis.
For more information call the
Murray Convention and Visitors
Bureau at 759-2199.

by *Ilse Howard
We took a trip this week to
Minnesota and still managed to
be home every night in time for
supper. The first of the week
we learned all about the state's
history and all the interesting
little tid bids. Not only did
Laura Ingalls Wilder write
about her adventures in
Minnesota but also Paul
Bunyan and his Blue ox Babe
resided in the Big Woods. The
biggest event they have every
year is their State Fair. which
they call Great Minnesota GetTogether. We couldn't visit
without attending it.
So we went there at the end
of the week and spent a wonderful day. We played games
enjoyed all the people and ate
good food. Mitzi opened her
own counter top kitchen and
served us homemade doughnuts and fried Elephant Ears.
After all that game playing it
was nice to relax and eat some
great homemade food. We
know she took out all the fat
and calories just for us.
Connie Wofford celebrated
her birthday with us this week
and we wish her many more.
We also had a big Birthday
Party to celebrate all our April
birthdays. We ate cookies and
creme cupcakes and discovered all the other people who
had April birthdays. They may
be famous to the world but
they aren't as special as our
residents.
MSU students surprised us
Friday by coming out and
singing for us. We love to be
entertained and especially by
young people. We finished our
week with a country drive
enjoying all the blooming trees
and flowers. Can't pass up an
opportunity to get out and soak
up this wonderful sunshine.

Aamari' Family Jewelry

Neighborhood watch to meet

Umpires needed at M-CC Parks

ip line

Photo provided

MUSICAL CELEBRATION: The Murray Middle School Band Program will present its annual
Spring Concert Tuesday, May 1, at 7 p.m. at Lovett Auditorium on the Murray State campus.
Performing will be the sixth grade band, the combined seventh and eighth grade bands and
the Murray Middle School Jazz Ensemble. No admission is charged but donations to Need
Line will be accepted. The public is invited to attend.
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Domestic violence support offered
Domestic violence support/educational groups are currently
offered on a weekly basis. For more information on dates and
times, call the Merryman House Domestic Crisis Outreach
Office of Calloway County at 759-2373.

Donations needed for cemetery upkeep
The New Concord Cemetery is in need of tax deductible
donations to help with the upkeep of the cemetery. Mail donations to Mac Coleman, 296 Buchanan Lane. New Concord,
KY 42076.
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Lee Jewelry Artisans
Where your ideas turn to gold.
305 N. 12th St. • University Square • Murray, KY
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$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $30 each
Additional Consecutive Days: 5.12 per word per day.
• 3 35 extra for Smart Saver (Mon Classified.. go Into Smart Sa\ er I
The publisher maintains the right 10 reject Or edit any submitted matter
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Fri.9a.m.
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Monday
Smarl &Wet
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday

Run,
44ri Discount 3rd Run.
us! Run Within Day Period ,
(All 3 Ads Must
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
$8.50 Column Inch, 60'; Discount 2nd

FrIday

Situ*

a •

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Natasha Hutson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
Load
P1olke

Legal
Notice

Notice to Special Districts
Kentucky revised Statute 65 065i ii requires
Special Districts file a copy of District budgets with
the Fiscal Court by June 1st
The Kentucky Department fir Local Government
has established the following Special Districts that
must file for Calloway County:
Calloway County Conservation District, Calloway
County Extension District. Calloway County Fire
Taxing District, Calloway County Library District,
Calloway County Mental Health- Four Rivers,
Calloway County Public Health Taxing District,m
East Fork Clark's River Floodplain District, Murray
Calloway County Transit Authority, Murray
Housing Authority, Murray Calloway County Air
Board, Murray Calloway County Industrial
Authority, Purchase Area Development District,
Purchase Area Regional Industrial Authority, West
Kentucky Allied Services.
LaAtql_Ei AIM
Calloway County Judge Executive

Heip Wanted

Hip Wanted

Notice

Help Wanted

A GREAT OPPORTUNITY!!
Calloway County Public Library.
Circulation Manager
Permanent EmploymentFull Time Position
Salary Range- $20.000-$25.000-includes compensation package (insurance, vacation, sick leave, and
retirement)
Minimum Qualifications:
Completion of a Bachelor s Degree is requires

090
Domestic & Childcare

Lake Way Nursing and Rehab Center e currently
acceptrig appecabons for the blowing posbons:
State Registered Nursing Assistants. We offer competitive wages and an excellent benefit package.
Apply in person at Lake Way Nursing and Rehab
Center 2607 Main Street Hwy 641S Benton, KY
42025 EOE/AAE NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

Lake Way Nursing and Rehab Center now has
a part-time position for an experienced dietary

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

Help Wanted
LOCAL FRANCHISE
accepting
now
resumes for restaurant
manager. Candidates
should possess good
leadership skills, solid
work ethic, and strong
commitment to guest
Mail
satisfaction.
resumes to: P.O. BOX
1040A Murray, KY
42071
PAPA John's Pizza is
now accepting applications for the following
positions: shift leaders,
delivery drivers, &
pizza makers. Shift
leaders- lull-time management position applicants must have min. 2
years restaurant management experience,
have a valid driver's
license, proof of insurance, reliable vehicle.
Delivery drivers must
be at least 18 years of
age, have a valid driver's license, proof of
reliable
insurance,
vehicle. Inside help
must be at least 16
years old. Papa John's
offers flexible schedule, discounted meals,
insurance,
health
401K, on-the-job training. Apply at 656 N.
12th St. Murray. No
phone calls please.

Lake Way Nursing and Rehab Center is currently accepting applications for the following
position: RN Midnight shift part-time. We
offer competitive wages and an excellent benefit package. Must be licensed in the State of
Kentucky. Apply in person at Lake Way
Nursing & Rehab Center 2607 Main Street
Hwy 641 S Benton, KY 42025 EOE/AAE NO
PHONE CALLS PLEASE

060

020

DISCLAIMER

aide for nursing home environment. Must be

When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger.com.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website. not all listings
on the Jobnetwork.corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.

able to work days, afternoons and weekends.
Apply in person at Lake Way Nursing and
Rehab Center 2607 Main Street Benton, KY
No phone calls please EOEJAAE

Previous Public Library experience with at at least
lyear of automated system and staff supervisory

experience is preferred, or an equivalent combination
of education and/or experience will be considered
A Complete Job Description is available at the Library
or www Galloway library orq
The ability to interact in a positive way with start and
patrons is a necessity Must be able to work some
nights and weekends

HEY mommy & daddy!
Summertime is here.
Would love to care for
your kids. Across from
the park (Hazel). Have
pool. Candice.
270-227-2111

Applications are available at the library and must be
filled out at the library The library is located at 710
Main Street, Murray, KY Applications accepted
through May 11. 2012

Building Better Tomorrows...Today
Join The H Group of Kentucky Impact Plus team
providing services in the 17 western most
counties of Kentucky (Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle,
Livingston,
Hickman,
Gravels,
Fulton,
Christian,
Caldwell.
Marshall,McCracken,
Crittenden. Hopkins, Lyon, Muhlenberg, Todd,
Thgg) as a
1)SERVICE COORDINATOR.
BAIBS in Behavioral Science + 1 yr post graduate
employment working w/children OR
Masters Degree in Human Services.
2) THERAPIST,
Licensed Behavioral Health Professional or
Behavioral Health Professional under Clinical
Supervision.
Deadline for Applications 05118/12.
experience & educationdescriptions,
detailed
For
al qualifications, salary, & application instructions,
go to vonv.buildingbedertomorrows.org - click on
lob opportunities, e-mail
kimbe y.sherrillehgrouo.org, or call 270-4431318. Applications can be e-mailed to
lumberly sherrillahgrouo org or mailed to 2715
Olivet
Church Road Suite 2 Paducah, KY 42001. YOU
can make a difference in our communities - Build
Better Tomorrows TODAY. 60E.

and
CUSTOMER
Support
Sales
PeCO
Assistant
has two
Products
Adams Heating And Ai
immediate openings for
is taking applicantions
the night candidates
for Journeyman, Duct
that possess strong
Installers & Service
telemarketing and cusTech. Pay based on
tomer service experiexperience. Apply at 1
ence, computer skills.
'Cardinal Rd, Mayfield.
and an energetic atti270-247-7530
tude to help grow our
BRIGHTER Horizons sales to new and existDevelopment
Child
ing customers. Solid
Center is seeking part- communication
and
time summer teachers organizational skills are
with the possibility of a must. Full time M-F,
hours in the fad. We are
8-5. Fax resumes to
also hiring substitute (270) 767-1775 or mail
teachers 3 references to: Sales Assistant,
and child care experi3812 US Hwy 641 N.,
ence preferred. Please
Murray, KY. 42071.
or Interviews
Robyn
contact
be
will
Krystal at
scheduled for those
who qualify for this
(270)759- 1 926
position.
for
paid
get
to
WANT
FULL OR PART time
having fun? Looking
housekeeping. Murray
for fun, safety concrous
people with good peo- Plaza Lodge. Apply In
person sitar 7:00PM.
ple *Ms for a horseNo phone calls.
back trail ride business
in Cadiz. Canton and FUU. OR PART time
011loprtv*Re must have housekeeping. Please
dapsnottote transporta- send resume to P0
Box 1040-F, Murray.
tion and willing to work
5 to 7 days a week. KY 42071.
Must be good riders, RECEPTIONIST'S
ImO(Medgeble with all
Needed!!
-(Kpipment, and able to Pad time and Full time
75Ibe Please send
•
available
positions
to
Mums
Send resume to PO
laddrigu 41Ivci.net
Box 10400 Murray, KY

VISA

060

060

010

010

L.
• Can.

Calloway County Residence Requirement

CASE MANAGER/ SUPPORT BROKER
CONSUMER DIRECTED OPTIONS PROGRAM
The Purchase Area Development District is seeking an
individual to work with Medicaid eligible individuals in
the state Consumer Directed Options CDO) program

The Support Broker (Case Manager) is responsible for
assessment and on-going case management functions
for up to a maximum of 40 residents in the eight county Purchase District.
The ideal candidate will have a Bachelor's Degree or
Responsibilities
higher in Social Work or Nursing
include assessing consumers for Medicaid Waiver eligibility, working with consumers and/or their representatives to assure compliance with program regulations.
providing technical assistance to consumers regarding
the program requirements as needed. working cooperatively with partner agencies. visiting each consumer
monthly, maintaining client and service documentation,

procedure requirements of the
program and completing all necessary paperwork
Skills needed include excellent verbal
required, etc
and written communication, sell-direction and excellent organizational skills efficiency. ability to relate to
consumers and other professionals A working knowledge of the Medicaid Waiver and/or Case/Care
Management experience is a plus The PAM offers
an attractive compensation program Send cover and
resume to PADD. Attn Human Services Director. PO
Box 588, Mayfield, KY 42066 The PADD is an
E0EANADA empfOyer
managing policy and

Jackson Purchase
Medical Center
Diabetes Center Coordinator
Applicants need to be a Registered
Dietitian and Licensed Dietitian in
the state of Kentucky. Certified
Diabetes Educator is preferred or
CDE-eligible.
Excellent salary and benefit
package. Submit resumes to
IPMes Human Resources
Department or fax to 270-251-4588
Jackson Purchase

Medical Center
Human ReS011fCes Department
1099 Medical Center Circle
Mayfield_, KY 42066
EEO M/F/V/D

dim

SEASONED business
man recently moved to
the Murray area and is
looking for a business.
If you have a good
business to sell at a
fair price. 270-2546121 or e-mail samdsugg (0)gm ail.com. All
information guaranteed
to remain confidential.
120
Compubes
MDM COMPUTERS
Repairs/Upgrades

759.3556
140
Want to Buy
ALL types PAPER
GOODS: letterheads,
receipts, military, historical. Preferably pre1950. 270-293-4510
buying
ALWAYS
antiques, vintage collectibles. One piece or
all. 270-978-0229
270-339-9196
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING old U.S.
coin collections.
Small or large. 2702934999
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTOR*
INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary
, of
Does Your Policy Pay 100';
the Deductibles?

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

Top Pr 1 ,

Paid Fo

S Gold & Silver i•
LEE JEWELRY
AR1ISANS

Want to buy running
arid non-running cars
and trucks. KEY AUTO
PARTS 759-9694
130
Articles
For Ssis
STRAW FOR-SALE
$3 50 a bail 293-6989

Lock in price; single pay or

payment plan.
Irrevocable Medicaid
Approved

SINCE

1250 •
pass,
$650.'
Beauty
753-68

MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT
SERVICES

OF MURRAY, KY

NICK MCCLURE OWNER

375
Corn -

Isaacs,(hole,

CAMP SEVIIC CLEANING

PLEASE LEAVE MESSAGE

2
2

201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071

753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

753-9224

270-753-2411

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

FREE HELP IN CLAM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL

SA
St

Avoid inflationary cost.

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay. $1,024 on Part A: $135 on
Part B Call me for more information.

*Medicare Supplements
*Medicare Advantage plans
•Medicare Part D Drug Plans
•Final Expense Plans
•Free quotes and questions answered

Ron Sal/in - Independent Agent
Phone (270) 759-1565
Cell (270) 210-2533

1993

THANKS FOR YOUR BUSINESS

Call Natasha Hutson
at 753-1916 and place your ad today!
2x2 $12.00 a week
2x1 $6.00 a week
13 week contract Runs on Monday

Cor
sent
Excelle
N 4ft
parking
from
Spaces
to n
neec
need ol
27
380
Pe
DOG
(27014
400

150
Articles
For Sale

Mobile Homes For Rent

Storage Rentals

100 amp utility pole, 8'
square logs, canning
jars, other items.
270-436-2362

3BR, 2BA, C/H/A, on 2
at
lots
wooded
Shores
Panarama
Pets welcome. Call
270-759-4429 nights

2 Wood wall showcases 70" wide, 82" tall
shelves,
Glass
lighted, 3 drawers,2
sliding doors below,
Also misc Jewelry displays

320
Apartments For Rent

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

CHRISTOPHER'S
Coins
Sells coins
(US and foreign)
at Trends-n-Treasures
in Murray. We buy
coins/collections and
appraise estates.
Dr. Fuhrman.
270-753-4161
JONES STRAWBERRIES: U pick $1.25/qt.
We pick $2 50/qt. 1.8
miles south of Sedalia.
HWY 381.
270-328-8543
Appliances
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
I BR from $345
2BR from $375
270-753-8556
1505 Duiguid Dr,
TDD 1-800-545-1833
Ext. 283
Equal opponunqy
Rentals
GARLAND
presently has two bedroom apartments availCall for your
able
today
appointment
270-753-2905.
NEW apartment in
Hazel. $550.00/mo.
plus deposit all utilities
included.
270-492-8211

(270)753-1713
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
MOBILE home lots.
Different sizes, all with
city water. 559-2032

I

GOING OUT OF
BUSINESS SALE
Newly Remodeled
261R w, Large
Shaded Lot
Covered Porches
$9.500
Great Starter Home
or Rental Properly
For An Investor
DON'T MISS OUT1
753-6012
BEAUTIFUL LOT &
MOBILE HOME FOR
SALE! 28R. 1.5BA
on
Home
Mobile
59/acres. 7 miles from
Murray on HWY 94
East Central heat
Well built and very well
insulated Great area.
ready.
In
Move
$17.500 227-9750

Storage Rentals

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

n

1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.

our

ifir

We Offer:
•All Size Units
• 24f7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• Climate Control

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE

DIM

hou
Toe

FLEA
Saturd.
month
Friday
20x20
details.
dors w:
St. Rt.'
,

11

812 Whitnell Ave.• 753-3853

Check
us out
on the
Web!

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
'We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

April
Showers
Fritig May 'Flowers!

NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #1-800-648-6056

Home
3 mo.
6 mo.
1 yr.

Delivery

yr.

Rest of KY/TN
il`toryral A ii,uii.inan,

3 mo..
6 mo.
1 yr........

I Check

Local Mail

$30.00
$55.00 3 mo.
6 mo.
$105.00

$40.00
$80.00

$30.00
$55.00
$105.00

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
3 mo.
$75.00
6 me.
$96.00
$145.00
yr.

Money Order

Visa

M./('

Name
I St. Address
City
I State

Zip_

Daytime Ph.
1
I

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
•

Mail this coupon with payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray,KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1918

AUS
All ty
Be
270
430

r, I
11,1.

LEnui &TIMES

Houses For Rent
1BR. appliances, fur&
lease
nished.
deposit No pets 270753-0728
270-994-3308
2-car
IBA.
2BR,
garage. large yard. partially fenced. $550 plus
security 978-7441
2BR. 113A. new windows, new laminate
floors, C/H/A. 1522 N.
4th $450 753-6855

1nti
T. B

4ere 10
eat 3..,44,

.siore

WARD-ELKINS
o05 E South 12th St

_ Mobile Homes For Sale

GOOD used air conditioner. used carpeting,
refrigerator,
stove,
electric & gas heater,
storm windows.
753-4109

- PREPLANNING Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist

Stile Wm.
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490

Used Cars

GARLANE
RENTAL

USED TIRES

if you've 2ot it we ems store It"
INES

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations

-Fri.10 an,

-Fn. 9 a.m,
-Hon. 9 a.m.
-Mon. 12 p.m.

All sizes available. call today
to reserve your storage unit

270-753-2905

1995 F-350 truck, 7.3
diesel, 12' bed w/hoist,
174,000 miles, needs
$5000

iviriNat\
McCUISTON

Call

293-5519.

Northwood
STORAGE

97' Kawasaki jet-ski

440
Lots For Sale

42071
[calProp. For Rent

1250 sq. ft. 121 by
pass, high traffic area
$6501mo
Forme
Beauty Shop
753-6855

FOR RENT:
Commercial/retail
spaces at best rates.
Excellent location at 4
N 4th St with lots of
parking Spaces rangin
from 750-2100sqft
Spaces can be modal
to meet individual
needs. If you are in
need of office space cal

270-752-0201

3 lots in Deerwood
Estates. Lots 93 & 95
are together w?'electric
pole on property. Lots
282 unit 1 has no
amenities. Call
928-427-0058. If no
answer, call
928-231-7239.

Pets & Supplies

DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858
400

Ben Mathis, Owner
Residential • Licensed and Insured

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Call us for a free inspection today!

227-4646 436-5080

11111

lA.1...1.• 1,0

hipm
455

10 acres more or less
Great for hunting deer,
squirrel,
turkey,
etc Irvin Cobb HWY.
Call 270-753-3474

Gallimore Electrical Contractors, LIA._

Commercial/Residential
James C. Gallimore

www.geelle.weebly.com
(270) 759-0890

753-9562

HOMETOWN
TREE SERVICE
Insured. Reliable.
& Dependable
Free Estimates.
Free Stump Removal
Cell 270-293-4489
Hume 270-437-3044

www.hilleleetric.com

PAINTING

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean

400
Yard Sale

Since 1986
Residentialle
Conunerciff
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

Yard Sale

ESTATE SALE

3

Lamb's.
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
A-1

Storage Rentals

1014 Sharpe St
EY MINI
EHOUSES

Friday 4/27 - Saturday 5/5
7:00am - 6:00pm
kntigues, furniture, books, guilts, couches,
T. Bahama dining set, rugs, china, glassis are, ',sicker. dishes, flatscreen TV's,
rass hide leather couch, pie safe, trunks,
houses% ares. linens, buffet, 2004 Lincoln
Toss near, 1980 Mercedes Benz convertible
450SL, and lots more great stuff...

St. Rt. 121S
ay. KY 42071
0-753-5562
orriewh ere in

INTERIOR
EXTERJOR
PAINTING
WALLPAPERING

JIM DAY
PAINTING
753-4931

FLEA market every
Saturday of every
month plus 1st and 2nd
Friday of month. $5 for
20x20 spot. Call for
details. Produce vendors welcome. Free to
public. 753-1462 6159
St. At. 94 E. in Murray.
410

'53-3653

Public Sale

PREMIER

AUSTIN Auction

NISTORAGE

a climate control
storage
curity alarmed
;afe & clean
'e sell boxes'
rent U-Hauls
753-9600
•

•••

cal Mail
$30.00
$55.00
$105.00

Dther Mail
iscriptions
$75.00
$96.00
$145.00

ment to:

71
Is

All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

Real Estate

Murray ledge, & Times !Air
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Homes For Sale
3BR, 2BA. 1153 sq .ft.
1633 Catalina Dr.,
Murray. $95,000. Price
reduced. www.10realty.com 270-759-5327.

ALL GREEN
LAWN CARE.
local. I :
and affordable

Carpet & Floor
Covering

270-293-7220

Sales & Installation
45 Years Experience

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS

LIKE older homes, but
don't want the upkeep?
Check out this 2-story
Victorian built in 2000.
2.200 sq. ft. of unique
features. 3BR, 2.5BA,
large wrap around
porches, professionally
decorated and landscaped. 704 Nancy
Drive, or zillow.com.
270-293-3364

(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates.
SIR; Real Property
Professionals

BRAD'S
Pressure
Washing. Serving the
Purchase Area for over
12 years. Insured &
free estimates.
270-519-0913

293-7872

641 South 1.5 miles to
403 Tom illylor 'frail
4270)753-7728

=121Etwei=.
„II•

111,6 -

•Bushhogging
*Garden Tilling
*Driveway Grading
•Cleanng
*Ponds
*Light Hauling
*Lawn & Landscape
Maintenance
270-227-0906

TRAVIS
ASPHALT
rasing. Sealcoallog
& Hauling

TONN TR ‘N IS

270-753-2279

COMMERCIAL 8, residential cleaning. Free
estimates & references
available. Call Brittany
731-363-0159

111,11,11

Service and

ELECTRIC
Reasonable Rates
Quality Service
270-293-8192

Homes For Sale

Aninsingls ksert .ins
real oaate 1A111(11
vrtisin4
• not in siolation ot the lass All
Informed
herein
an•
'1.11 all d.elling. atherti.ed
1,mlabk. on an equal orrortv
,iits basis
'.\.•

.resaaiseellemerahess• 7.:.-aw161111111110

11(mm. for Sale: 120; Nliiimsa Lane. iirrav
Fi., 3 beilnioms %sill' 2 masters. 2 liallirieiiiis
1200

S195,000 270-752-6022

PLACE YOUR CLASSIFIED AD TODAY
AND SEE THE
MONEY START ROLLING IN.
270-753-1916
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The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; I-Difficult

• weekls & vet'al pickups
• locall ossncdloperated

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
&TRUCKING
Al Yew Septio Rads
',stadia taxi
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch

293-1116841
ML Garage Doors
Installation,
repair,
maintenance on doors
and operators
270-293-2357
Mowing & trimming.
Small or large yards,
reliable and dependable. Shrubs, mulch,
hauling, gutter work
available. Call Steven.
767-9178 978-7002

Mt.RRA\-C u.i ut,s‘)
C\RI
L
1 rt.(' 1.-4,111,1h-11 All Iss.cs its ,it

270-293-4020
Eri)111 DI v..vall
Painting to
Bathrooms &
Kitchens
Decks to Fe'

YOUR trash is our
treasure. Colson O'Neal
Complete
Clean Up and Yard
Care Service. Free
estimates. 227-8138 or
436-2263
LAWN mowing. Free
estimates. Colby Fox:
270-227-9027

No Job To Sn,,,
270-873-9916

'Cheaper than shingles
'Insulates & increases

value of your home
'Energy Star 40yr warranty

by Jacqueline Bluer

HAI I.'S WASTE
MANACITNIUNr

Licensed and insured.
24 hour emergency
assistance. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

METAL ROOFS &
BUILDINGS
'The best around

Horoscope

Owner:
Greg Mansfield
(270) 293-84811

Tree
mowing.

We Do I! A

kentsicky lake
remodeling.com

DRYWALL & painting:
no lob too big or small.
Free estimates Call
Logan at
731-363-0166.

LEARN TO FLY
in Murray

Professional Flight
Instruction
•Flight Review
•Discovery Flight

'Quick & reliable
'Licensed & Insured
Stockwell Exteriors
Mike 227-6238
30 yrs. Experience

(270)873-2098
(270)925-5387

MITCHELL
BROS.PAVING

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE

Residential
Onstalabon
& Marntenance
40 vrs expenence

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Your focused energy will make all the difference in the outcome of a situation. You could be overburdened by responsibilities.
The good news is that you'll clear all that and more with ease. An
authority figure seems to rapidly transform his or her opinions.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** When answers do not appear, tap into your imagination.
You will gain a totally different perspective. Regroup and brainstorm,
but resist the urge to push too hard. Fatigue could still be a problem.
A child, new friend or member of the opposite sex could be difficult.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20)
**** You could find that a domestic issue or unexpected problem
within the family could keep you preoccupied. Perhaps you need to
deal with it rather than let the dilemma dominate the rest of your day.
Curb a tendency to be sarcastic.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** You mean what you say, and you are willing to act on your
words. To convince someone, you might have to demonstrate this
assertive quality. Be careful, as you could be accident-prone. You are
too much in your head and not as observant as you need to be.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Confusion surrounds a money matter. You could be stressed
because you feel as if you need to find a solution. Don't. Start looking at the cold, hard facts. Only then can you instrument change of a
positive nature. Also, make sure someone is not pulling the wool over
your eyes. Be a quiet skeptic.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Your questions show understanding but also unwillingness
to be taken for a ride. With so much going on, you'll need to sort out
your prionties. Be creative. Reframe. Willingly examine your feelings
and a situation if you do not like what you are hearing. Know that
there is always a solution.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
** Deal with anger before it deals with you. Go find the person
involved or define the situation. Explain your reactions and feelings.
Do not make judgments yet. Let the other party think about what you
say. Give him or her time to digest your words.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Having determined what you want from the current state of
affairs, feel free to walk right in and a handle a situation. Someone
might be irritated or taken aback. Your sense of security and wellbeing become evident. Have a long-overdue discussion.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** Stand up for what you want, but do not be surprised if you get
some flak. Let go of needing others' approval. You might be pushed
to be more available for a personal reason. You do not always need
to explain. CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Reach out for more information. You could become sarcastic or irritable if you do not find what you are looking for. Step back
and reassess the situation. It might be appropriate to try a different
path.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Deal directly with a child or loved one. In a business, financial or community matter, you are better off being authentic. No one
can represent you like you can. You are changing your opinion about
a key person in your life.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Someone could be a bit too combative and argumentative
for your taste. Take a detour until this phase passes. Sort through
what must occur as opposed to what you most desire or want.
BORN TODAY
AstronaOt Scott Carpenter (1925), singer-songwriter Judy Collins
(1939), actor Glenn Ford (1916)

*Removal
*Stump Grinding

'Send-us
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*Firewood
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YEARRY'S

'FREE ESTIMATES'

ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Pumping.
excavator, back hoe.
hauling. Accept major
credit cards. 978-0343_

•Lh/irwits
•Kit. hen,

ROOF leak? Call a professional. Emergency
roof repairs and complete new roofs. Call
Done Right Roofing
270-492-8421

Visit Our Showroom

1014r .$1111/2

MICKEY WILSON
DEVELOPMENT

(270) 226-5444

out garages. gutters,
Junk & tree work.
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9
7
2
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday, May 1,2012:
This year, your ingenuity seems to bypass problems. Be direct and
get past any confusion or vagueness. Sometimes it might be more
comforting to keep your rose-colored shades on. If you are single,
know that something better lies ahead. Someone very special could
appear. If you are attached, be more understanding of your sweetie's
shortcomings. VIRGO nearly always agrees with you.

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

Hill Electric
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Condnuous Gut**
Garage Door Wes
& Maintenance

3

1-270-753-0353
All
Carpentry
Construction,
additions, decks, pre-finished hard wood, laminate floors, mobile
home repair, water
damage. 227-0587.
762-7643
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MULTIPLE SIZES TO
FIT YOUR NEEDS

Answer to previous puzzle

Difficult) Level *

seater. $1,950.00.
270-474-2520
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All the quality...
without all the mess

Boats & Motors

270.978. 1 1 07

0-753-2411

Free Estimates
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2003 Springdale by
Keystone. 12ft shdeout,
30ft. bumper pull.
$8 995 270-293-4602

HIGHWAY $0

SAFE AND SECURE
STORAGE UNITS

ACH
EAGE

,4

270-293-1924

454 GRANT Re. • MURRAY, Kr
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270-293-0354
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Vuotitty prortunanahlp you can depend oor

Used Trucio

1 302 HILLNOOD O. MURRAY, KY

answered

Call 753-5606

Sudoku a a nurnber-placang purr* based on a 9x9 gnd mei
several wren numbers The oblect is to.'ace the numbees 1 to 9
at the empty squares so that each row each column and each
3x3 box contains the same number only once Thellifaculty level
of the Goncepos S000ku Increases 'rum Monday to Sunday.

SUDOKU
Cormegatis SudoKu

Locally owned Licensed & Insured

500

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage- Hwy 94E

VISA

EMENT

.Tear Offs
'Recovers *Repairs

14. 15. 16 inch
Starling at S20
mounted

• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N 12th St
• MBC Storage - 1900 N 12th St
Lights, Electricity, and 24(7 Surveillance

- Tut 1p.m,
-*.12
-Thur. 12 p.m.

Jones Roofing c.o.

(270)489-2839
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The Murray Ledger & Times wants you to share
your photographs of people in our community
at work, at school and at play.
When you submit photographs for our
"Scene in the Community" page.
please include the event, the date, place.
organization or group, as,vell as the name
of everyone in the photograph.
Only a certain number of photographs will
appear because of space.
There is no guarantee a submission
will be published.
No photo over 2 months old
Ifigltel pintos: They

KR

LEDGER&T1MES
1001 Whined Asenue• Murra.i •270-753-1916

may be submitted in a

JPEG format to composingf&murrayledger com

Mot plot= May be dmpped off at the Ledger office
at 1001 Whitnell Ave , or mailed to
PD. Box

1040. Murray, KY 42071.
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
A tornado struck western Kentucky, however Calloway County
received little damage from the
storms.
A Cut Above Hair Salon held
a ribbon cutting ceremony to celebrate they grand opening April
25.
Tiffany Shemwell. of Hazel, will
receive a $1,000 college scholarship at Murray State University
from the Mid-South Division of
the American Cancer Society.
Shemwell is a brain cancer survivor.
The United States Achievement
Academy announced that Tiffany
Gatewood, of Kirksey, has been
named a United States National
Award Winner in History and Government.
In college baseball, Jesse Rhoades notched Murray State's first complete game of the season and the
the
recorded
Thoroughbreds
1.100th win in school history
against Arkansas-Little Rock.
Twenty years ago
Recent births reported at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for
April 26. includes a girl to Cynthia and James Smothers, Holiday, Tenn.; a girl to Shannon and
Christopher Widmer, Calvert City;
and a boy to Cowentia and Kendley Kendley, Murray. For April
27, a girl to Paula and James
Anderson, Cadiz.
Pictured are Murray Middle
School students who participated
in the "flour child" unit on responsibility showing their joy as the
two-week exercise has ended.
Incoming president of the Murray State University Alumni Association William "Mack" Bushart
was presented the president's
plaque during the Murray State
Alumni and Friends Banquet.
Bushart is the Marshall County
Property Valuation Administrator.
Thirty years ago
The Calloway County High
School Future Farmers of America won the all-events trophy for
the third successive year at the
30th annual FFA Field Day at
Murray State University. Members

of the chapter totaled 3,740 points
overall to win the award. •
Rosie Jones has been selected
Humanitarian of the Year by the
Humane Society of Calloway
County.
Students who will be appearing
in Carter and Robertson Schools'
musical program will be Don
Easley. Russell McC'utcheon and
Leigh Baker.
Craig Jones, a 6'4, 200 pound,
junior college All American forward, signed a national letter-ofintent to play basketball for Murray State University.
In' college tennis. MSU coach
Bennie Purcell received a plaque
commemorating his 275th coaching victory.
Forty years ago
Ellen Teitloff. Kip Mason. John
McKee, Sarah Sams. Ellen Quertennous. Ken Harrell. Wendy
Williams and David Sims were
local students who were members
of Purchase Area Youth Symphony Orchestra which was to give
a concert April 30, in University
School auditorium.
Janey Kelso. junior at Calloway
County High School. had completed requirements for her state,
degree in Future Homemakers of
America which was to be presented to her at Kentucky FHA
meeting in June at Murray State
University.
Fifty years ago
Jimmy Outland had won first
place in Calloway County Teenage Road-E-0,' sponsored by the
Murray Jaycees. Bobby Taylor won
second, Max E. Hughes, third.
Jerry Wayne Dyer. fourth and C.H.
Paschall. fifth.
Dr. A.D. Butterworth;Health officer. was to conduct a preschool
clinic on May 3-4 at Health Center for children entering first grade
at Almo School.
Sixty years ago
Murray Lions Club was to be
host to District 43-K Lions International Convention at new Kenlake Hotel May 3-4. according to
Leonard Vaughn. general chairman.

COMICS/ FEATURES
Absence of table manners
turns dinner into disaster
DEAR ABBY: My II-year-old
niece. "Nina." has no table manners. I was surprised at her inappropriate behavior because her
parents are well-educated people
who were raised with good table
manners.
I didn't say
anything
Nina
when
slathered clotted cream on
scone
her
with her fingers. but I
was disgusted. I did suggest she use
a spoon after
Dear Abby she scooped
rice out of a
communal
By Abigail
bowl with her
Van Buren
hand. Both of
these incidents happened in restaurant::.
Is there anything I can do when
I must eat with this child? I know
it May have been wmng of me
to correct Nina in front of her mother. but we were all eating from
the same bowl. Should I ignore
her ignorance of basic table manners and keep my mouth shut? - LOST MY APPETITE IN HOUSTON
YOUR
LOST
DEAR
APPETITE: By age II. children
should have mdstered basic table
manners. (Not eating with one's
fingers is one of the basics.) Is
your niece learning-disabled? If
the answer is no. you should discuss this with your sibling. Nina
is at an age when she needs to
know what's expected of her when
she's out in public.
•••••

DEAR ABBY: My son came
out of the closet last year. My
first reaction was to tell him it
was OK. (I had already suspected that he was.) I love him dearly and were a close family. His
brothers and sisters also accept
and love him.
My husband and I are now
struggling because we're not sure

*ONO

DEAR ABBY: Our daughter
keeps hinting that we should give
her money for her in vitro fertilization. We have concerns based
on many issues, but the bottom
line is we're not sure if she can
handle motherhood.
Our daughter's marriage is shaky,
and she struggles with many of
her relationships and commitments
in life. She is basically disabled
by anxiety. Not only do we believe
we should stay out of this, but
we also think they can afford the
procedure themselves. We would be
happy for them if they had a child.
but we prefer to avoid the money
connection. What do you think? -UNDECIDED IN MISSOURI
DEAR UNDECIDED: If you
give your daughter money,it would
be better spent on counseling and
medication to help her overcome
her anxiety disorder. A baby will
not fix a shaky marriage, and
could very well complicate it.
Because your daughter and her husband can afford to pay for it themselves, they should not be hitting
you up to fund the endeavor.

In 1945. as Ftrissian troops
approached his Berlin bunker.
Adolf Hitler committed suicide
along with his wife of one day.
Eva Braun.
In 1958. the American Association of Retired Persons (later
simply AARP) was founded in
Washington. D.C.
In 1973, President Richard M.
Nixon announced the resignations
of top aides H.R. Haldeman and
John Ehrlichrnan, along with Attorney General Richard G. Kleindienst and White House counsel
John Dean. -
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DEAR DOCTOR K: I had an
abnormal Pap smear. Now my doctor wants me to have a colposcopy.
What can I expect dunng this procedure?
DEAR READER: Pap smears
help determine if you might have
cancer,or a precancerous condition,
of your cervix. When a Pap smear
such
raises
suspicions, the
next step is a
colposcopy
Colposcopy is
generally safe
and painless.
It takes about
15 to 30 minutes and doesrequire
n't
Dr. Komaroff anesthesia.
By
the
During
Dr. Anthony
procedure.
Komaroff
your doctor
examines your vagina and cervix
using a colposcope. This is a
portable instrument with a light and
magnifying glass.
Colposcopy basically accomplishes three things. First, it lets
your doctor look directly at your
cervix. Second. the light and magnifying glass let the doctor see
things that the naked eye cannot.
Third, it lets the doctor remove any
suspicious-looking tissue.
Your doctor may ask you not to
take aspirin for a week before the
colposcopy, so that that you won't
have excessive bleeding if tissue is
removed. Don't douche or use vaginal creams or medications the day
before the procedure,since that can
make it harder for the doctor to get
a good look at your cervix.
It's important to let your doctor
know if you may be pregnant. Also,
tell your doctor about all of the
medications you take. Finally,don't
schedule the procedure to occur
when you are likely to be having
your monthly period. Obviously,

menstrual bleeding also can
obscure the doctor's view.
Before the procedure, you will
remove your clothing from the
waist down. You'll be given a cloth
to cover your waist and legs. Then
you will lie on your back on an
examination table with your legs
spread. your knees bent and your
heels placed in two stirrups.
Your doctor will insert a lubricat ,
ed instrument called a speculum
into your vagina. This holds the
vaginal walls open. In some cases,
your cervix and vagina may be
rinsed with a vinegar solution or
iodine stain to make abnormal areas
easier for the doctor, to see. The
vinegar tends to turn any precancerous tissues white.
Next, your doctor will look
through the colposcope to examine
your cervix and vagina.
If the doctor sees any areas that
look like they might be a precancerous condition, or cancer itself, the
doctor will remove a small piece of
the tissue (called a biopsy). The
doctor may use a local anesthetic to
numb the biopsy area. But you may
experience some mild cramping or
a little discomfort.
Any tissue removed during the
procedure will be sent to a specialist (a pathologist) for examination.
The tissue is treated with special
chemicals and stains, and then
examined under a microscope. The
specialist will notify your doctor if
any cancerous or precancerous
changes are discovered.
Following your colposcopy. you
can return to your normal activities
right away. It is a simple procedure,
and if it discovers a precancerous
condition, that condition can be
treated and cancer prevented.
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician and
professor at Harvard Medical
School. To send questions, go to
AskDoctorK.com. or write to Ask
Doctor K. 10 Shattuck St.. 2nd
Floor, Boston, MA 02115.)

ON, WE'RE JUST A GROUP -AAGETS TOGETHER TO DISCUSS
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NELL, OKAY, BUT W
I MINI? PAYING IN AO
PAYING
--' FOR
,
WHAT?

PASTE
CAN'T
HOLD ON
AGAINST
VINEGAR
Dear
Heloise: We
just removed
by
all of the
Heloise WALLPAPER
OUT
from
kitchen, which had been there for
more than 15 years, and we want to
paint instead. What is the best way
to remove the wallpaper paste that
is left behind? -- Janice, via email
Janice. great question! The
answer is a cheap item you probably already have in your household:
vinegar! You can use either rider or
white vinegar, whatever your preference. Mix some warm water and
vinegar (about 50150) in a spray
bottle. Spray it on the glue residue.
Let the solution sitfor a while, then
wipe away with a clean scrubbie or
old cloth. The acetic acid in the
vinegar acts as a solvent to remove
the glue. This should take rare of
yvur problem. Want to know what
else you can do with this great
household product? Order my vinegar pamphlet. Just send $5 with a
long, self-addressed. stamped (65

cents)envelope to: HeloiselVinegar, when a turkey is taken from nu,
P.O. Box 795(X)1. Sim Antonio, IX oven." (Heloise here: Many new„,__
78279-5001. Want to keep the paint corks are synthetic, so you will need
smell down while working? Fill a to testfor heat resistance.)
* Deborah W. of Tamarac. Fla.
couple of small bowls with vinegar
and place around the 'room to says: "A national-name grocery
store has a cork recycling program.
ab.sorb the paint odor. -- Heloise
Most people don't realize that cork
FAST FACTS
made from stripping the bark cly
is
some
are
Dear Readers: Here
handy alternate uses for durable cork trees.
plane -ramlabtPrs trent11/1#2111,0e --"ifbrida fisherman says: "I
uselvinexarksfor mY
salads:
not in use. It's a safe way to handle
* Pack your lunch in one.
savefish hooks that you want to
and
popcorn,
* Use for snacks, like
use later."
while watching TV.
Heloise
* Carefully? punch holes in the
bottom ofone and use as a colander. SOUND OFF
Dear Heloise: I read your col* Use for a picnic -- the lid will
in the Montgomery (Ala.)
umn
help keepflies away.
* Make into a homemade terrari- Advertiser, and to my knowledge
have not seen this pet peeve: matum to start seeds.
that have no handles on the
tresses
Heloise
sides to assist in turning/flipping
WINE CORKS
. ego
Dear Readers: We asked readers them. In the "old."
us
having
niother
my
remember
it's
-corks
wine
for
other-uses
for
such a waste to just toss them! Here hold the handles to help her flip
. are just a couple ofhintsfrom read- them. -- Annette from Alabama
It may be because many' new maters:
* Charles A. of Sugar Land. tresses are "pillow top" and do not
Texas, says: "An idea for putting need to beflipped, but they certainwine corks to use is to make a hot ly still n,to be rotated! -- Heloise
pad with a design pattern glued to a
(02012 by Kingl'eatures
corkboard. You can make it any size
you wish, and it really is usefulfor, Syndicate Inc.
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kI HELEN. I STAYED AT A
HOTEL LAST NIGHT AND 114E
WEIRDEST THING HAPPENED.

G A IR IF I IE

THE WALLPAPER IN THE BATHROOM OF MY HOTEL ROOM WAS
EXACTLY THE SAME AS THE
WALLPAPER IN THE BATHROOM
AT MY HOUSE. WHAT ARE THE
00P5 OF THAT?
WELL, IT
CERTAINLY 15
UNUSUAL.

ID(i

Murra.

Murray
conrac

d

Hints From Helots.

"Casey" Jones of the Illinois Cenfly the Associated Press
Today is Monday, April 30. tral Railroad died .in a train wreck
die 121st day of 2012. There are near Vaughan. Miss., after staying at the controls in a success145 days left in the year.
ful effort to save the passengers.
Today's Highlight in History:
In 1911, a fire broke out in
On April 30, 1812, Louisiana
became the 18th state of the Union. Bangor, Maine. destroying much
of the downtown area before it
On this date:
In 1789, George Washington was brought under control the next
took office in New York as the morning: two deaths were blamed
first president of the United States. on the blaze.
In 1912, Universal Studios had
In 1803. the United States purchased the Louisiana Territory from its beginnings as papers incorpoFrance f.6() million francs, the rating the Universal Film Manufacturing Co. were filed and recordequivalent of about $15 million.
In 1900. engineer John Luther ed in New York State.

IV LIKE TO
71-1t201V A GREAT
BIG EXPENSIVE
SASH FOR MY
ASSOCIATES

Colposcopy is standard followup to abnormal pap smear

how God really views gays and
lesbians. To listen to some religious people, my son will go to
hell. I can't believe that God
would create a person to be this
way, then turn His back on him.
I tried reading the Bible, but
the wording was hard so understand. I don't want to talk to my
pastor about it because, even
though I have accepted my son
for who he is, I stifl have trouble talking to people about it
because I'm not sure how they'll
react. Do you believe a gay person will go to heaven? -- SOMEWHERE IN THE U.S.A.
DEAR SOMEWHERE: I
believe that entrance to heaven
is based upon a person's character, not his or her sexual orientation. Today, because of modern
scientific studies, we know more
about homosexuality than was
known when the Bible was written. and that sexual orientation is
not a "choice."

Today In History

L_CD NI Col
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YEAH, AND CONVENIENT
TOO, BECAUSE WHEN I
GOT BACK HOME...

THE TOWELS
MATCHER

ACROSS
1
6
10
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13
14
15
16
18
19
22
23
24
27
28
29
30
35
36
37
38
40
42
43
44
45

Like Superman
Moving trucks
Banish
Covered with more frost
Chain makeup
Window cover
Debt reminder
Lyricist Gershwin
Oxygen, for one
New York nickname
Homer's neighbor
Carolina bird
Store fixtures
Big meal
Bassoon's cousin
Buck's mate
New Jersey Nickname
Snaky shape
Touch lightly
Indulgent
Scottish lord
Select group
Musical transition
Critic, at times
Lairs
Soccer or softball

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
12
17
20
21
24
25
26
27
29

"The Color Purple- heroine
Wise saying
Locker poster
Caribou's cousin
Longs for
Travel papers
German cry
River from Lake Erie
Tranquilizes
Bristle at
Valentine color
Signed
Online message
Writer's reference
Sheepish
Prom date's gift
Encourages
Genetic stuff

Murray
on Sun

RA
BAC

Fencing swords
Justice Samuel
Spud
Put to use
Convent resident
Trip around the track

31
32
33
34
39
41
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SEV

PARK
POPS
SLEET
CARLO
ABIGAE
AR IEL
ATE
GOODAL L
CAMP 100
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REEVES
ADAPT
LOAIRHE
FRAT
BAZ
RUBSELL
SEYMOUR
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CUT I E
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WIN
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MURRAY STATE FOOTBALL

Former Racer defensive back,return specialist
Dontrell Johnson signs deal with Jaguars
JOHNSON SIGNS FREE AGENT DEAL)VITH
JACKSONVILLE AFTER INJURY-RILED
SENIOR YEAR DIDN'T SLOW HIM DOWN
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RICKY MARTIN r Ledger & Times
Murray State's Dontrell Johnson signed a free agent
conract with the NFL's Jacksonville Jaguars Saturday.

OVC SOFTBALL: MURRAY STAFF_ 8,
SOUTHEAST MISSOURI STATE 7

Glosser walk-off
dooms SEMO as
Racers sweep

Staff Report
Former Murray State defensive back and special teams
standout Dontrell Johnson
signed a free-agent contract
with the Jacksonville Jaguars
on Saturday night, following
the conclusion of the 2012 NFL
Draft.
Johnson was one of five

undrafted players to sign with
the Jaguars on Saturday
evening.
The 5-foot-11, 180 pound
native of Moultrie, Ga. was one
the most electrifying players
for the Racers during his tenure
in the blue and gold,. and
earned recognition for his work
not only defensively, but par-

ticularly for his work as a
return man for head coach
Christ Hatcher.
In 2011 alone, Johnson was
named one of the top ten FCS
special learners by The Sports
Network, and was a preseason
First-Team All-American by
the same publication.
Johnson also received preseason accolades from Athlon
Magazine, CDS, and from the
Ohio Valley Conference head
football coaches and sports
information directors.
Johnson battled through

injuries most of the 2011 season, but was still effective.
He suffered a high-ankle
sprain in the Racers seasonopener against Louisville, and
before he could return fully
healthy, Johnson suffered a
broken bone in his right hand..
Johnson will join former
Murray State stand-out Austen
Lane, a defensive lineman with
the Jaguars, as well as former
head coach Matt Griffin, who
serves as the Offensive Quality
Control Coach with the team.

OVC BASEBALL: MURRAY STATE 16, S1U-EDWARDSVILLE 10
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Murray State right fielder Mo Ramsey lays down a bunt
on Sunday afternoon against SEMO at Racer Field.
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RACERS BATTLE
BACK FROM FOURRUN DEFICIT TO
TAKE VICTORY IN
SEVENTH INNING
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RICKY MARTIN
Sports Editor
Boasting the longest winning streak in school history
and having already claimed the
against
series
weekend
Southeast Missouri State with a
pair of wins on Saturday,
Sunday could have had the
makings of a let-down of sorts
for Jay Pyron and his Racers.
As winners of their last
eight games, the Racers enterd
Sunday's finale with SEMO
having already clinched a berth
'into the OVC Tournament,
while mathematically eliminating the Redhawks in the
process.
"It certainly would have
been easy to be satisfied entering the game," Pyron said.
Instead, the Racers not only
won the game, moving their
streak to nine-straight games
— they fought for it.
Trailing 7-3 entering the
bottom of the seventh inning.
The Racers put up a five-spot,
claiming an 8-7 victory with a
bases loaded, two-out double
from senior Megan Glosser for
the walk-off win.
For Pyron, it was a glance
into the heart of his team.
"Coming into this game
having won eight in a row, having already won the series with

having
already
SEMO,
clinched a berth into the tournament, it could have been
very easy to let one go," he
said."They could have been all
right with losing, letting one
slip, but they weren't."
Glosser was honored prior
RICKY MARTIN / Ledger & Times
to the start of the game as one murrel State's Dylan Wheeler makes a dive for a ball chitin the third inning of Sunday's OVC showdown with
of Murray State's three seniar' SIU-Edwardsville at Reagan Field
then, with two outs lid the
bases loaded in the botrein of
the last inning of her lasthomegame ever, the left fielder
delivered maybe the biggesthit
of the season, despite having
no ramifications for the Racers
in terms of the OVC standings.
Mo Ramsey got things startTournament.
By RICKY MARTIN
ed for the Racers in the bottom
While taking the game and
Sports
Editor
bunt-sinwith
a
seventh
of the
Entering Sunday afternoon the series was important..
gle to the first baseman. .
with a 6-11 record inside the McDonald said he and his staff
Alexa Becker then belted
Ohio Valley Conference, Rob don't talk about those types of
her third triple of the season to
McDonald and his Murray things with the players.
center field, plating Ramsey.
"You can't really talk about
State club found themselves in
At that point, Pyron said he
sweeps
of even winning
the
league
seventh
place
in
,could feel a comeback loomhe
said. "We are just
series,"
looking
desperately
standings,
ing.
break
it down to the
trying
to
sixth
and
final
climb
into
the
to
"The way we started putting
winning
each inning or
point
of
Tournament.
for
the
OVC
spot
coaches
the
together,
things
Just ahead of the 'Breds in the first three innings or the
and I actually talked about this
middle three innings.
sixth place?
after the game, but we really
"We had a good weekend,
SIU-Edwardsville,
their
felt like (a comeback) was
though.
We had some guys peropponent.
".
weekend
lot
coming," he said."We had a
Murray State entered three form and some guys that came
that happened, though, to set
games back in the loss column in and played well."
the whole thing up."
More specific than even just
against the Cougars on Sunday
Casey Castile then banged a
good
weekend, the 'Breds
a
first
two
the
splitting
after
double off Pe top of the right
enjoyed
some great eighth
Sunday's
conmeaning
games,
and
Becker
plating
field wall,
innings
during
the weekend
most
perhaps
the
was
tegt
moving to third base on errant
against
the
Cougars.
series
for
season
the
important
of
was
that
infield
throw to the
In the opening game,
McDonald and his 'Breds.
mis-played.
26-combined runs later, Murray State scored 10 runs to
out, Sarah
an
After
Murray State had the superior come from behind to take an
Anderson belted a single up the
offense in the rubber-game, as 11-5 victory.
middle to drive in Castile,
On Sunday, it was the eighth
the 'Breds defeated the
pulling the Racers to within
RICKY MARTIN / Ledger & Times Cougars 16-10, keeping alive, inning once again proving to be
one run at 7-6.
'Breda pitcher Brian Babin picked up the win on for at least another week, their
See 'BREDS, 10A
hopes of a berth into the OVC
Sunday for Murray State.
•See RACERS, 10A

'BREDS STAY IN THE HUNT FOR
OVC TOURNAMENT BERTH WITH
SERIES WIN OVER SIU-E
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Schools seek to raise cancer awareness

Haverstock Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better then we can!
211 S. 12th St.. Murray. KY.753-3415

CALLOWAY SET TO
HOST MURRAY IN
SOFTBALL GAME
ABOUT MUCH MORE
THAN SPORTS

OVC Basebail
Saturday
Eastern Kentucky 4, Morehead State 3
SIU-Edwardsville 8, Murray State 6
Eastern Illinois 9, Tennessee Tech 8
Jacksonville State 17. Austin Peay 2,
Southeast Missouri State 13 UT-Martin
2
Sunday
Eastern Kentucky 9, Morehead State 1
Southeast Missouri State 14 UT-Martin
2
Eastern Illinois 9 Tennessee Tech 3
Murray State 16 SIU-Edwardsville 10
Jacksonville State 8 Austin Peay 2
OVC Softball
Saturday
Mississippi State 5, Tennessee Tech 2
UT-Martin 5, Eastern Illinois 1
Austin Peay 3. Jacksonville State 2
Eastern Kentucky 6, SIU-Edwardsville 1
Murray State 3, Southeast Missouri
State 1
Tennessee State 6. Morehead State 3
Austin Peay 8. Jacksonville State 2
Morehead State 8. Tennessee State 2

Murray State 10, Southeast Missouri
State 7
Mississippi State 5 Tennessee Tech 1
Eastern Illinois 9 UT-Martin 4
Sunday
Murray State 8, Southeast Missouri
State 7
UT-Martin 5, Eastern Illinois 4
SIU-Edwardsville 1 Eastern Kentucky 2
Morehead State 6, Tennessee State 0
Austin Peay 5 Jacksonville State 3
Eastern Kentucky 4, SIU-Edwardsville 1
Prep Baseball
Saturday
Calloway Co 7 Allen Co -Scottsville 1
Today
Marshall Co at Calloway Co 6 30 p m
Prep Softball
Today
Graves Co at Calloway Co 5 30 pm
Tuesday
Murray High at Calloway Co . 6 p m

is done by donations. We just the three children battling the
wanted to do something to help disease - Jorge Villeda, Bae
with the costs and for the Lawrence and Payton Dawson research."
will be recognized -before the
The school will hold a silent game and welcomed to throw
auction in an effort to raise out the first three pitches.
money,giving fans the chance to
The event will also be the
bid on an autographed ball second time in less than a week
donated by the 2011-2012 that the school has taken time to
Murray State Men's Basketball recognize those affected by canteam and will have four addi- cer. During Thursday's softball
tional gift baskets that can be game against rival Marshall
won in a drawing following the County, two local teachers batgame. All of the money from the tling the disease, Vicki Simmons
auction, gift basket drawing, and Debbie Bushart, were choadmission, donations and con- sen to represent their respective
cession stand sales will be schools by throwing out the first
donated.
pitch.
In addition to raising money,
That said, just having the

chance to participate in something like these games is special,
Calloway County Athletic
Director Josh McKee! noted.
"It's really encouraging (to
be a part of these two events),"
he said. "and to sit back and
watch our athletic teams and our
groups really get our studentathletes involved in the opportunity to give back to our community members, really keeps
things in perspective. It's a great
opportunity for our athletic programs and our student athletes to
focus on the important things
and give some recognition,
honor and support to those who
really deserve it."

•Racers
just tie the game, and she delivered a big hit in a big moment."
Cathcer Ellyn Troup was hit
The win put Murray State at
by the first pitch of her at-bat,
17-10
in;ide the conference
then Stephanie Edwards drew a
walk to load the bases for sec- and pushed SEMO to 13-16 in
OVC play.
ond baseman Christian Cox.
CheyAnne Gaskey picked
Cox connected on a fly ball
to center field, but it wasn't up her eighth win of the season.
quite deep enough to score relieving Shelby Kosmeckin in
Anderson, bringing Glosser to the first inning then going the
the plate with the game on the distance.
line.
It was the sixth-straight win
"That was a tough spot for for Gaskey, who has solidified
her," Pyron said. "She was the herself as part of the Racers talonly senior in the game, and
ented, three-arm rotation'.
that's a very emotional
Murray State will be in nonmoment. The thing about
conference
action this week.
Megan though, is she handled
it as well as anyone ever could. facing Southern Illinois on
"I knew it was going to end Tuesday'in Carbondale, before
with her. She was either going heading to. Columbia, Mo. the
to get a hit or get an out. 1 knew next day for a double-header
she wasn't going to walk and against Missouri.
From Page 9A

OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE MENS GOLF CHAMPIONSHIP

Racers finish third at OVC Championship
From MSU Athletics
The resilient Murray State
Men's Golf squad made another
run at the Ohio Valley
Conference Championship, but
came up five shots short after
they had erased a 10-shot deficit
at the start of the final round at
Greystone Golf Club in
Dickson, Tenn.
The Racers finished the event
with scores of 293-2988285=866 to finish third behind
second place Austin Peay ,(280295-287=862) and champion
Jacksonville State (286-285290=861).

"I couldn't be any happier
with our team than I am right
now," MSU Head Coach Eddie
Hunt said."We showed a lot grit
and determination all week and
today again we had to fight back
to the front, but we just couldn't
close it out."
After coming back from 13
shots down starting the second
round on Friday to take the lead
at one point, the Racers were
behind leader Jacksonville State
by 10 starting Saturday's final
round, but managed another
rally. MSU quickly cut the lead
to four and took the lead on the

back-nine.
has more confidence than anyPatrick Newcomb led the one else. He just believes he's
charge for MSU with a final going to play good and he
round 5-under-par 67 to finish believes that he always has a
the event at 213 and a spot in shot to win. Even though he
third place, three strokes behind started the day well back of the
medalist Anthony Bradley of lead today, he still thought he
APSU at 210. After the tourna- could win and that propelled our,
ment, Newcomb was named the team forward and we almost got
OVC Golfer of the Year. He led it done."
the league in scoring average,
MSU has won the last three
won three times and had seven OVC Golfer of the Year awards
top-5 finishes.
as Patrick Newcomb follows his
"I'm very proud of Patrick," brother Nick (2010) and
Hunt said. "Out of all the play- Cameron Carrico last season
ers I've coached over the years, (2011). MSU now has nine
he has to be the one that always award winners of the top award

in OVC Golf.
terrific golf. We don't have a
The rest of the MS0 team chance to win today like we did
gave a good account of them- without William's great play."
selves over the 54-hole event.
Hunter York placed 11th in
Senior William Hunt, playing in the field of 45 competitors with
his first league championship, scores of 73-71-71=217, while
brought home a ninth place fin- Tyler Brown had scores of 73ish in what is likely his best 76-74=223 to place 22nd.
event in his four seasons at a Dustin Gosser placed 29th with
Racer. Hunt took trine ninth scores of 76-73-77=226.
place with scores of 72-71The rest of the OVC field
73=216.
was made up by: Eastern
"I can't sa)' enough about Kentucky (871) in fourth place,
William," Hunt said. "He's with UT Martin (874), Eastern
always had the game to play at a Illinois (887). Morehead State
high level and this week he kept (889), Tennessee Tech (910)and
his composure and really played Tennessee State (911 ).

•'Breds
make it."
First
baseman
Mike action on Wednesday when
Ty Stetson started the big Kozlowski finished 3-for-5 and they travel to Mississippi for a
the difference in the game.
eighth inning with a lead-off drove in five runs on a day 6 p.m. contest.
The 'Breds scored seven
the first out Murray State recorded four
runs in the eighth to break open double, then after
was
recorded,
Murray
State doubles, a pair of triples and
what was a 9-7 ballgame enterhurt
the
Cougars
with
five home run.
the
frame.
ing
Bryan Babin picked up the
"There is something about straight hits.
The
big
blow
was
Brandon
win
for the 'Breds, moving his
the eighth inning," McDonald
said."We've had several games Elliott's third home run of the record to 4-3 acttr weir.k.ingojust
this season with a big eighth season, a three-run blast that one out into the fifth inning.
inning..We•are working hard to gave Murray State a 14-7 lead.
Babin scattered seven hits
score.eypry nnivy& but thei,hig
The 'Breds pounded S1U-E over his.five initngs of work,
- for 18 hits in the game, led by giving up just four runs.
crooked 'numbers &Ike.
'You wish you could bottle, Brandon Eggenschwiler, who -3 The'Breds will return to thee_
but you can't You jOst have to finished the day 4-for-S.
diamond in nomztmferettce
From Page 9A

Murray State will be back in
OVC action on Friday, as the
'Breds o sen u a three-game,

home-series

with

Eastern

Illinois at 3 p.m.
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CASTLEMAN TIRE
8 REPAIR, INC.

Michael Stone BC-HIS

'Serving The Area Since 1956

•
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We have several
from which to choose.
Custom In-the-Ear, Behind-theEar and Completely-in-the-Canal
are all available and on sale!
brands

Call today to schedule
your appointment!

1880 State Rt. 121 So., Mayfield • 247-5866
Monday- Friday • 7:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

TIRES

For a limited time... save on hearing aids.
Prices start as low as $895 for Custom
,fittectinsruments1

Hurry! Offer expires 4/30/2012
Elizabeth Vickery, BC HIS

FREE HEARING TEST with this coupon

'Michelin 'Goodyear •Kumho
'Firestone 'Federal

LIMITED TIME OFFER CALL TODAY TO SCHEDULE YOUR APPOINTMENT

GREAT SERVICE

1-270-753-8055

'Transmission Flush
'Alignment
'Coolant Flush
'Brakes
. 'Belts, Hoses
'Shocks 'Struts
'AC Service

Otter Expires 4'30/2012

STONE-LANG ca
HEARING REHABILITATION

210 South 12th Street • Murray, KY • 270-753-8055
Visit our website at www.stonelang.com
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Photo courtesy of Sarah Lovett

Vicki Simmons (right) and Debbie Bushart served as representitives for their
respective schools in Thursday's Cancer Awareness game between Marshall
County and Calloway County by throwing out the first two pitches. Simmons, a
teacher at Calloway, is the inspiration behind the Team Simmons movement that has
started at the school.
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By GREG WADDELL
Assistant Sports Editor
Less than a year removed
from playing in their first annual cancer awareness game, both
the Calloway County and
Murray High softball teams will
be at it again Tuesday ni&ht, taking to Lady Laker Field in the
Crosstown Rival St. Jude
Softball Game to benefit cancer
research. This time, though,
quite a bit will change.
In addition to the new location and name, the focus of this
year's game will shift slightly as
funds raised will now go to benefit the St. Jude Children's
Research Center in Memphis,
Tenn.
Sharon Wilson, one of the
Calloway parents involved with
putting the game together, said
that when the time came for the
school to decide the cause, St.
Jude was the obvious choice;
It wasn't really set in stone
what cause we wanted to do,"
Wilson noted. "we just wanted
to do something to help the community.(Murra
id K's for the
Kure last ye whic was breast
.cancer awareness and then this
year we went with childhood
leukemia because we have three
children in our school system
that are currently patients at St.
Jude. When a child gets sent
(there), whether they have heath
insurance or they do not, St.
Jude pays for everything for
them - all of their expenses and
housing for their family, even
between treatments.(All of that)
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Congratulations Taylor c Haley!
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A special thanks to our participating businesses, MHS, CCHS,
Haley, Taylor and their families.

Taylor represents Calloway County High School and Haley,
Murray High School. The ladies were chosen through an extensive process of application, essay and interview. In selecting
Miss Spring many factors are taken into consideration. Academics, activities, personality, leadership and community involvement are but a few of the criteria used in narrowing down a
field. of 'excellent candidates. Beyond their qualifications and
accomplishments, Haley and Taylor possess the warmth and
energy that define the spirit of Miss Spring.

Continuirig a 38 year tradition in Murray and Calloway
County, we have chosen Taylor Futrell and Haley Stewart as
our Misses Spring for 2012.

2012 911,isses, Spun
96delf Steamed/ and(6-a4tov gut/telt

MISS SPRING 2012
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Page 2

Enroll Today in o

Howard
1999 • Whitney Morris-Cooper
2000 • Lane Denntson-Bowden
2001 • KaceyStark-Puricelli
2002 • Chelsee Thompson
2003 • Rebecca Cripps
Summer Williams
2004 • Lyndsi Keel
Lauren Peal
2005 • Laura Mitchell
Robyn Ryan
2006 • Linda Dinh
Ashley Henson
2007 • Amanda Peebles
Ashley Winkler
2008 • Laken Peal
Allie Thompson
2009 • Carey Reigh-Ann
Boggess-Story
Alyssa Faith Erickson
2010 • Hannah Boone
Brittnee Deitz
2011 • Rebecca Walker
Madison Schwettman
2012 • Haley Stewart
Taylor Futrell

Fitries5;

75-3-6111

809 Coldwoter Rd,

Ages 5-14 Welcome

Summer Boot Cam
Program!

1.974 • Tonya Carroll-Morris
1975 • Vicky Butterworth-White
1976 • Lee Ann Boone-Cleaver
1977 • Teri Morris-Futrell
1978 • Mary Smock
1979 • LaDon Dowdy-Travis
1980 • Martha Pitman-Rogers
1981 • Donna Swift-Ashworth
1982 • Tiffany Taylor-Volz
1983 • Teresa Jones-Manning
1984 • Caroline Schoenfeldt
1985 • Amy Bryan-Watson
1986 • Shannon Christopher
1987 • Anne Marie Hoke-Main
1988 • Allison Carr-Beck
1989 • Angela Herndon-Fisher
1990 • Heather Grogan-Bates
1991 • Amy Nesbitt
1992 • Kelsey Christopher-Miller
1993 • Sheri Tatlock-Noll
1994 • Courtney AdamsVanover
1995 • Melody Johnson
1996 • Keni Bazzell
1997 • Melissa Ainley-Crawford
1998 • Kimberly and Mary Kay
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and people in the community will be
proud of her achievements.
"The word that I keep hearing from
my family and friends is 'deserving.' It's
really neat because its something I worked
hard for. It truly is an answered prayer."
Stewart said she hopes to carry on
the legacy of Miss Spring by staying
true to herself.
"In school, it's hard not to change
yourself to please others or to fit in but
you have to understand that you are
important and that God made you exactly how you were supposed to be. What
you have to offer is different from what
anyone else has to offer, for a reason."

Terri C.stierdk, B.1.41. - Mu helle Mkrsterfr

R

I

HI—

As she has grown up. Stewart said
the motto she lives her life by is something her mother would tell her over and
over again.
"She would say. 'God is more concerned about your character than your comfort.' Comfort is not always a good thing.
If I have trials I understand that the end
result may help to build my character in
the long run.Stewart said she puts high expectations on herself, always striving to go
above and beyond what is asked of her.
and she hopes that her family, church

From Page 29

II Stewart, Miss Spring title...

MISS SPRING 2012

Miss Spring over the years

Monday,April 30,2012
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FROM THE PHYSIcIANS
AND STAFF AT
PRIMARY CARE
MFDICAL CENTER.

Misses Spring Taylor Futrell, Calloway Counrty High School, and Haley
Stewart, Murray High School have fun out together.

MISS SPRING 2012

•

451 Jordan Dr. • Paducah, KY
(Behind Kentucky Oaks Mall)
(270) 408-27_25 (9997)

944 S. 12th St. • Murray, KY
Bel-Air Shopping Cerher
(Behind Sirloin Stockade)
(270) 761-727S(9997)

Congratulations Taylor & Haley
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In Her Words: Negatively Positive
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Discuss a time when an initially negative experience ultimately had a positive influence on your life
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By Haley Stewan Murray High SchoolSenior a Miss Spring
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Growing up, I didn't encounter many negative expe- ABC's and can recite them to you in about six differriences. To be honest. I had a very easy childhood. I ent melodies. He loves his life and everything in it.
was an only child for the first nine years and 10 He laughs at birds that often perch in our trees; he
months of my life. It wasn't until that 10th month that sings his heart out to all his favorite songs; he dances
everything changed. On Oct. 28, 2003, my reign as an for me in our living room or on a stage for an audionly child ended. Braxton was the an'swer to many ence. All these things are constant reminders of hOw
birthday wishes and Santa letters; but unfortunately, much he loves life, but what I love most about him,
his extra 21st chromosome was not. That night I real- is how much he loves people. He doesn't care if you
ized that the brother I dreamed would be a starting just lost your job or won the lottery. He doesn't care
athlete, or raise a family that lived next door wasn't if you're five years old or 100. He loves you and after
the brother I was going to have. I was about to be one smile, you can't help but love him too.
sister to a child with Down syndrome, and like any
Having a brother with Down syndrome has taught
nine year old. I didn't quite understand what that meant. me a lot about how to live life, but more about how
I would cry and cry wishing I could just have a nor- to treat the people in it. Before Braxton, I would often
mal sibling like everyone else. As an 18 year old. I look at people with developmental delays as people I
realize how foolish I was to cry over that extra chro- wouldn't want to be seen with. Now. I can't imagine
mosome, because I know now that there has never my life without them. Shortly after Braxtortfwas born
been a more special kid. The night Braxton was born my family joined a Down syndrome awareness group
I dealt with my first and greatest negative experience called Ups and Downs, focusing on the ups of Down
of my life, one that has taught me what matters in syndrome. This group has taught me that people who
have disabilities had a lot better outlook on life than
life, love and acceptance.
Living with Braxton has taught me to cherish the the average person. Now, eight years later, I am part
small victories in life. I often find myself standing in of a group starting an R-Word campaign in our high
awe of his ability to read and write his name, or school, encouraging students and faculty to stop using
sound out words like his othef friends. He knows his the word "retard," something that I never would've
done if it weren't for Braxton.
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Schools seek to raise cancer awareness

Haverstock Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S 12th St 'Murray KY • 753-3415

CALLOWAY SET TO
HOST.MURRAY IN
- SOFTBALL GAML
ABOUT MUCH MORE
THAN SPORTS

OVC Baseball
Saturday
Eastern Kentucky 4, Morehead State 3
SIU-Edwardsville 8, Murray State'6
Eastern Illinois 9. Tennessee Tech 8
Jacksonville State 17, Austin Peay 2
Southeast Missouri State 13, UT-Martin
2
Sunday
Eastern Kentucky 9, Morehead State 1
Southeast Missouri State 14, UT-Martin
2
Eastern Illinois 9 Tennessee Tech 3
Murray State 16, SIU-Edwardsville 10
Jacksonville State 8, Austin Peay 2

By GREG WADDELL
Assistant Sports Editor
Less than a year removed
from playing in their first annual cancer awareness game, both
the Calloway County and
Murray High softball teams will
be at it again Tuesday night, taking, to Lady Laker Field in the
Crosstown Rival St. Jude
Softball Game to benefit cancer
research. This time, though,
quite a bit will change.
In addition to the new location and name, the focus of this
year's game will shift slightly as
funds raised will now go to benefit the St. Jude Children's
Research Center in Memphis,
Tenn.
Sharon Wilson, one of the
Calloway parents involved with
putting the game together, said
that when the time came for the
school to decide the cause, St.
Jude was the obvious choice.
"It wasn't really set in stone
what cause we wanted to do,"
Wilson noted, "we just wanted
to do something to help the community.(Murray)did K's for the
Kure last year which was breast
cancer awareness and then this
year we went with childhood
leukemia because we have three
children in our school system
that are currently patients at St.
Jude. When a child gets sent
(there), whether they have heath
insurance or they do not, St.
Jude pays for everything for
them - all of their expenses and
housing for their family, even
between treatments.(All of that)

t)retl By:

OVC Softball
Saturday
Mississippi State 5, Tennessee Tech 2
UT-Martin 5 Eastern Illinois 1
Austin Peay 3, Jacksonville State 2
Eastern Kentucky 6, SIU-Edwardsville 1
Murray State 3. Southeast Missouri
1
S
Tetantnees
see State 6, Morehead State 3
Austin Peay 8. Jacksonville State 2
Morehead State 8 Tennessee State 2

State Auto
',swami"

Murray State 10, Southeast Missouri
State 7
Mic,,ssippi State 5. Tennessee Tech 1
Eastern Illinois 9 UT-Martin 4
Sunday
Murray State 8, Southeast Missouri
State 7
UT-Marlin 5, Eastern Illinois 4
SIU-Edwardsville 3, Eastern Kentucky 2
Morehead State 6. Tennessee State 0
Austin Peay 5, Jacksonville State 3
Eastern Kentucky 4 SIU-Edwardsville 1
Prep Baseball
Saturday
Calloway Co 7 Allen Co -Scottsville 1
Today
Marshall Co at Calloway Co 6 30 p m
Prep Softball
Today
Graves Co at Calloway Co 530 pm
Tuesday
Murray High at Calloway Co., 6 p m

Photo courtesy of Sarah Lovett

Vicki Simmons (right) and Debbie Bushart served as representitives for their
respective schools in Thursday's Cancer Awareness game between Marshall
County and Calloway County by throwing out the first two pitches. Simmons, a
teacher at Calloway, is the inspiration behind the Team Simmons movement that has
started at the school.
is done by donations. We jusis
wanted to do something to help
with tbe costs and for the
research."
The school will hold a silent
auction in an effort to raise
money,giving fans the chance to
bid on an autographed ball
donated by the 2011-2012
Murray State Men's Basketball
team and will have four additional gift baskets that can be
won in a drawing following the
game. All of the money from the
auction, gift basket drawing,
admission, donations and concession stand sales will be
donated.
In addition to raising money,

the three children battling the
disease - Jorge Villeda, Bae
Lawrence and Payton Dawson will be recognized before the
game and welcomed to throw
out the first three pitches.
The event will also be the
second time in less than a week
that the school has taken time to
recognize those affected by cancer. During Thursday's,softball
game against rival Marshall
County, two local teachers battling the disease, Vicki Simmons
and Debbie Bushart, were chosen to represent their respective
schools by throwing out the first
pitch.
That said, just having the

NI Racers
From Page 9A

Cathcer Ellyn Troup was hit
by the first pitch of her at-bat,
then Stephanie Edwards drew a
chance to participate in some- walk to load the bases for secthing like these games is special, ond baseman Christian Cox.
Calloway County Athletic
Cox connected on a fly ball
Director Josh McKeel noted.
to center field, but it wasn't
"It's really encouraging (to quite deep enough to score
be a part of these two events)," Anderson, bringing Glosser to
he said. "and to sit back and the plate with the game on the
watch our athletic teams and our line.
groups really get our student"That was a tough spot for
athletes involved in the opportu- her," Pyron said. "She was the
nity to give back to our commu- only senior in the game, and
nity members, really keeps that's a very emotional
things in perspective. It's a great moment. The thing about
opportunity for our athletic pro- Megan though, is she handled
grams and our student athletes to it as well as anyone ever could.
focus on the important things
"1 knew it was going to end
and give some recognition, with her. She was either going
honor and support to those who to get a hit or get an out. I knew
really deserve it."
she wasn't going to walk and

just tie the game, and she delivered a big hit in a big moment."
The win put Murray State at
17-10 inside the conference
and pushed SEMO to 13-16 in
OVC play.
CheyAnne Gaskey. picked
up her eighth win of the season,
relieving Shelby Kosmeckirr in
the first inning then going the
distance.
It was the sixth-straight win
for Gaskey, who has solidified
herself as part of the Racers talented, three-ann rotatioh.
Murray State will be in nonconference action this week.
facing Southern Illinois on
Tuesday in Carbondale, before
heading to Columbia. Mo. the
next day for a double-header
against Missouri.

OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE MENS GOLF CHAMPIONSHIP

From MSU Athletics
The resilient Murray State
Men's Golf squad made another
run at the Ohio Valley
Conference Championship, but
came up five shots short after
they had erased a 10-shot deficit
at the start of the final-round at
Greystone Golf Club in
Dickson, Tenn.
The Racers finished the event
with scores of 293-2988285=866 to finish third behind
second place Austin Peay (280295-287=862) and champion
Jacksonville State (286-285290=861).

"I couldn't be any happier
with our team than I am right
now," MSU Head Coach Eddie
Hunt said."We showed a lot grit
and determination all week and
today again we had to fight back
to the front, but we just couldn't
close it out."
After coming back from 13
shots down starting the second
round on Friday to take the lead
at one point, the Racers were
behind leader Jacksonville State
by 10 starting Saturday's final
round, but managed another
rally. MSU quickly cut the lead
to four and took the lead on the

has more confidence than anyback-nine.
Pavia Newcomb led the one else. He just believes he's
charge for MSU with a final going to play good and he
round 5-under-par 67 to finish believes that he always has a
the event at 213 and a spot in shot to win. Even though he
third place, three strokes behind started the day well back of the
medalist Anthony Bradley of lead today, he still thought he
APSU at 210. After the tourna- could win and-that propelled our
ment, Newcomb was named the team forward and we almost got
OVC Golfer of the Year. He led it done."
MSU has won the last three
the league in scoring average,
won three times and had seven OVC Golfer of the Year awards
as Patrick Newcomb follows his
top-5 finishes.
"I'm very proud of Patrick," .brother . Nick (2010) and
Hunt said. "Out of all the play- Cameron Carrico last -season
ers I've coached over the years, (2011). MSU now has nine
he has to be the one that always award winners of the top award

in OVC Golf.
The rest of the MSU team
gave a good account of themselves over the 54-hole event.
Senior William Hunt, playing in
his first league championship, ,
brought home a ninth place finish in what is likely his best
event in his four seasons at a
Racer. Hunt took home ninth
place with scores of 72-7 173=216.
"I can't say enough about
William," Hunt said. "He's
always had the game to play at a
high level and this week he kept
his composure and really played

terrific golf. We don't have a
chance to win today like we did
without William's great play."
Hunter York placed 11th in
the field of 45 competitors with
scores of 73-71-71=217, while
Tyler Brown had scores of 7376-74=223 to place 22nd.
Dustin Gosser placed 29th with
scores of 76-73-77=226.
The rest of the OVC field
was made up by: Eastern
Kentucky (871) in fourth place.
with UT Martin (874). Eastern
Illinois (887), Morehead State
(889),Tennessee Tech(910)and
Tennessee State (911).

Monday,April 30,2012

Racers finish third at OVC Championship

make it."'
Ty Stetson started the big
the difference in the game.
eighth inning with a lead-off
The 'Breds scored seven
then after the first out
runs in the eighth to break open double,
Murray State
was
recorded,
what was a 9-7 ballgame enterCougars
with five
hurt
the
ing the frame.
"There is something about straight hits.
The big blow was Brandon
the eighth inning," McDonald
Elliott's
third home run of the
said."We've had several games
this season with a big eighth season, a three-run blast that
inning. We are working hard to gave Murray State a 14-7 lead.
score every inning, but the big
The 'Breds pounded S1U-E
crooked numbers are nice.
for 18 hits in the game, led by
"You wish you could bottle, Brandon Eggenschwiler, who
but you can't. You just have to finished the day 4-for-5.
From Page 9A

Murray State will be back in home-series with Eastern
baseman
Mike action on Wednesday when.
First
Kozlowski finished 3-for-5 and they travel to Mississippi for a OVC action on Friday, as the
'Breds oien up a three-game, Illinois at 3 p.m.
drove in five runs on a day 6 p.m. contest.
Murray State recorded four
doubles, a pair of triples and
home run.
Bryan Babin picked up the
win for the 'Breds, moving his
record to 4-3 after working just
one out into the fifth inning.
For a limited time... save on hearing aids.
Babin scattered seven hits
over his five innings of work,
Prices start as low as $1395 for custom
giving up just four runs.
The 'Breds will return to the
fitted instruments!
diamond in non-conference

Hearing Aid Sale

We have several brands
from which to choose.
. Custom In-the-Ear, Behind-theEar and Completely-in-the-Canal
are all available and on sale!

CAS'TLEMAN TIRE
REPAIR, INC.
'Serving The Area Since 1956'

Call today to schedule
your appointment!

1880 State Rt. 121 So., Mayfield • 247-5866
Monday - Friday • 7:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

Hurry! Offer expires 4/30/2012

TIRES

Elizabeth Vickery. BC-HIS

FREE HEARING TEST with this coupon

'Michelin 'Goodyear •Kumho
'Firestone 'Federal

LIMITED TIME OFFER CALL TODAY TO SCHEDULE YOUR APPOINTMENT

GREAT SERVICE

1-270-753-8055

•Transmission Flush
.Alignment
•Coolant Flush
•Brakes
. •Belts, Hoses
'Shocks .Struts
•AC Service

Otter Expires 4-'30'2012

STONE-LANG ca
HEARING REHABILITATION

210 South 12th Street • Murray, KY • 270-753-8055

Visit our website at www.stonelang.com
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A special thanks to our participating businesses. MHS, CCHS,
Haley, Taylor and their families.

Taylor represents Calloway County High School and Haley,
Murray High School. The ladies were chosen through an extensive process of application, essay and interview. In selecting
Miss Spring many factors are taken into consideration. Academics, activities, personality, leadership and community involvement are but a few of the criteria used in narrowing down a
field of excellent candidates. Beyond their qualifications and
accomplishments, Haley and Taylor possess the warmth and
energy that define the spirit of Miss Spring.

Continuing a 38 year tradition in Murray and Calloway
County, we have chosen Taylor Futrell and Haley Stewart as
our Misses Spring for 2012.

Willey/

MISS SPRING 2012
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Congratulations Taylor cfi Haley!
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As she has grown up. Stewart said
the motto she lives her life by is something her mother would tell her over and
over again.
"She would say. 'God is more concerned about your character than your comfort.• Comfort is not always a good thing.
If I have trials I understand that the end
result may help to build my character in
the long run."
Stewart said she puts high expectations on herself, always striving to go
above and beyond what is asked of her.
and she hopes that her family, church
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and people in the community will be
proud of her achievements.
"The word that I keep hearing from
my family and friends is 'deserving.' It's
really neat because its something I worked
hard for. It truly is an answered prayer."
Stewart said she hopes to carry on
the legacy of Miss Spring by staying
true to herself.
"In school, it's hard not to change
yourself to please others or to fit in but
you have to understand that you are
important and that God made you exactly how you were supposed to be. What
you have to offer is different from what
anyone else has to offer, for a reason."

II Stewart, Miss Spring title...

MISS SPRING 2012

Howard
1999 • Whitney Morris-Cooper
2000 • Lane Dennison-Bowden
2001 • Kacey Stark-Puricelli
2002 • Chelsee Thompson
2003 • Rebecca Cripps
Summer Williams
2004 • Lyndsi Keel
Lauren Peal
2005 • Laura Mitchell
Robyn Ryan
2006 • Linda Dinh
Ashley Henson
2007 • Amanda Peebles
Ashley Winkler
2008 • Laken Peal
Allie Thompson
2009 • Carey Reigh-Ann
Boggess-Story
Alyssa Faith Erickson
2010 • Hannah Boone
Brittnee Deitz
2011 • Rebecca Walker
Madison Schwettman
2012 • Haley Stewart
Taylor Futrell

Miss Spring over the years

1974 • Tonya Carroll-Morris
1975 • Vicky Butterworth-White
1976 • Lee Ann Boone-Cleaver
1977 • Teri Morris-Futrell
1978 • Mary Smock
1979 • LaDon Dowdy-Travis
1980 • Martha Pitman-Rogers
1981 • Donna Swift-Ashworth
1982 • Tiffany Taylor-Volz
1983 • Teresa Jones-Manning
1984 • Caroline Schoenfeldt
1985 • Amy Bryan-Watson
1986 • Shannon Christopher
1987 • Anne Marie Hoke-Main
1988 • Allison Carr-Beck
1989 • Angela Herndon-Fisher
1990 • Heather Grogan-Bates
1991 • Amy Nesbitt
1992 • Kelsey Christopher-Miller
1993 • Sheri Tatlock-Noll
1994 • Courtney AdamsVanover
1995 • Melody Johnson
1996 • Keni Bazzell
1997 • Melissa Ainley-Crawford
1998 • Kimberly and Mary Kay

ilt

Enroll Today in our

Summer Boot Camp
Program!

Ages 5-14 Welcome
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Wee Care
109 South 15th St.
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(Behi941 Kentucky Oaks Mall)
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944 S. 12th St. - Murray, KY
Bel-Air Shopping Center
(Behind Sirloin Stockade)
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Misses Spring Taylor Futrell, Calloway Counrty High School, and Haley
Stewart, Murray High School have fun out together.
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ABC's and can recite them to you in about six different melodies. He loves his life and everything in it.
He laughs at birds that often perch in our trees; he
sings his heart out to all his f4vorite songs; he dances
for me in our living room or on a stage for an audience. All these things are constant reminders of how
much he loves life, but what I love most about him,
is how much he loves people. He doesn't care if you
just lost your job or won the lottery. He doesn't care
if you're five years old or 100. He loves you and after
one smile, you can't help but love him too.
- Having a brother with Down sxidrome has taught
me a lot about how to live life, but more about how
to treat the people in it. Before Bravn, I would often
look at people with developmental (Mays ahs people I
wouldn't want to be seen with. Now, I can't imagine
my life without them. Shortly after Braxton was born
my family joined a Down syndrome awareness group
called Ups and Downs, focusing on the ups of Down
syndrome. This group has taught me that people who
have disabilities had a lot better outlook on life than
the average person. Now, eight years later, I am part
of a group starting an R-Word campaign in our high
school, encouraging students and faculty to stop using
the word "retard." something that I never would've
done if it weren't for Braxton.

Gate 28

Growing up, I didn't encounter many negative experiences. To be honest, I had a very easy childhood. I
was an only child for the first nine years and 10
months of my life. It wasn't until that 10th month that
everything changed. On, Oct. 28, 2003, my reign as an
only child ended. Braxton was the answer to many
birthday wishes and Santa letters; but unfortunately,
his extra ,21st chromosome was not. That night I realized that the brother I dreamed would be a starting
athlete, or raise a family that lived next door wasn't
the brother I was going to have. I was about to be
sister to a child with Down.syndrome, and like any
nine year old, I didn't quite understand what that meant.
would cry and cry wishing I could just have a normal sibling like everyone else. As an 18 year old. I
realize how foolish I was to cry over that extra chromosome, because I know now that there has never
been a more special kid. The night Braxton was born
I dealt with my first and greatest negative experience
of my life, one that has taught me what matters in
life, love and acceptance.
Living with Braxton has taught me to cherish the
small victories in life. I often, find myself standing in
awe of his ability to read and write his name, or
sound out words like his other friends. He knows his

By Haley Stewart Murray High SchoolSeniors Miss Spring

Discuss a time when an initially negative experience ultimately had a positive influence on your life

In Her Words: Negatively Positive

Monday, April 30,2012
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In Her Words: Game Changer
Discuss a time when an initially negative experience ultimately had a positive influence on your life
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said that Buddy would make a full recovery and that
everyone's efforts are what kept Buddy alive.
Although this wasn't the ideal situation to he in. I
did take from it two very important lessons. First of
all, you should never take one second for granted. You
never know when your last day is going to be. The
Bible says in Proverbs 27:1, "Don't boast about tomorrow, for you do not know what a day will bring."
Buddy opened my eyes to the fact that in an instant
your life can go from perfectly, normal to just barely
hanging on I've learned you have to live every da\
like it's \our last.
Another important less in I took from this 's as the
meaning of teamwork. This experience slimed me that
when you work together. you can acomiplish an\ thing..
Each and, e\ery person in the es iii that (.1a, plaed
k itil rolC III sal. inn Budds's hie We all handed together and ssorked in unison to reach ,a common goal --stistainint.. Rudd\ 's lite. This is a a s
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Murray, KY

501 N. 12th St.
75.;-9194

505.hrlain St.
753-2552

BOONE

LAUNDRY

By Taylor Futrell Calloway County High SchoolSeniora MissSpring

t!..•

In just seconds, what I thought was a great first
basketball practice of the new year. 'turned into disaster. After practice was over. I decided to stick around
and put up some extra shots. However, my shooting
was interrupted by the screams for help from across
the gym. My coach's uncle. Buddy, who had been sitting in on our practice. had collapsed. All of our coaches-rushed over to him and rolled him onto his back.
Buddy's face was dark purple from lack of oxygen.
and no one was able to find a pulse.
Immediately every person still in the gym took a
role in trying to aide Buddy. Our trainer and assistant
coach took turns giving him CPR. Meanwhile, my head
coach, thinking quick on his feet. rushed off to get
the defibrillator. Another assistant coach dialed (ill in
order to get an ambulance to the school as fast as
possible. All the while, the players still kit in the
gym dropped to their knees and all held hands in
prayer.
The time helore the ambulance irrisecl felt like an
etermt\ The onl\ thought that kept annum: through
mY mind was This
cral\..Ten mmuk-. ,ti' ltLidC'
,:idppliv;; and cheering us on iflL Doss tic i ,!)
the ground fightun: tor his life. When the amhuiane.'
arriseLi. Inc. were able to load HIRIti% Diii
an(i tah'.' him to the nosnit.0 Tn. nesk
sti,Li
doetors cam::
I--.%:‘,1\r,A; i.içn
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important to Stewart. and she said she
By JESSICA MORRIS
believes the title of Miss Spring will
Community Editor
Murray High School's Haley Stewart only help her in that endeavor.
"Sometimes it may be hard, as a
is not one to seek the spotlight. But
when she found out that she was cho- teenager, to be taken seriously. People
sen as Miss Spring. she said it was like may not think you can be a leader at
such a young age but I disastee.- she
a dream come true.
"I'm. not the kind of person that ever said.
She said, the ability to find common
receives anything." she said. "I wasn't
named prom queen and I didn't receive ground with others is the key.
"I try to be able to relate to people
any senior superlatives. Many of my
activities, though not always behind the an different levels with how I've worked
scenes, are ouyide of the classroom and. and served and led in the community.
my school. But Miss Spring is a title l' whether through my job at Sirloin Stockwanted more than anything I've ever ade. being • involved with Leadership
Tomorrow (through MHS or being the
wanted before.Stev,•art said she decided to apply for first high school intern at Grace Baptist
Church.
Miss Spring for a variety of reasons.
In addition to leadership qualities. Stew"I have alv,ays looked up to the g
chosen as Miss Spring and have looked art said she believes characteristics of
forWard to their issue , each year.- she Miss Spring should include a girl who
said. ':Seeing that leadership — it's s.i.)ine- is well rounded, well respected and conthing I's e always wanted. It's one of fident, ss ith a good reputation and backmy biggest goals in life. To me. Miss ground.
"Murra\"s a great town. to grow up
Spring is like an icon.. I ss alit people to
look at me and kilos% that I ha‘e worked in. attend college at and retire in." S'he
said. "It deser‘es to has e a Miss spring
hard to net to this point. has
ex.trethei
has all of these characteristics and
more.-

Stewart views Miss Spring title
as a leadership opportunity

MISS SPRING 2012
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II Futrell, Miss Spring title...

needed to apply. When I think of Miss
From Previous Page
Spring. I think of someone who is well
cation when she attends Murray State
rounded and an all around good person.
University in the fall.
To me, it sounded like a great opportu"Growing up. my mom was a teacher,
nity.so I believe that had some to do with
Futrell said she believes she will enjoy
it but through all my activities, includbeing Miss Spring because of the numering softball and basketball camps, volous opportunities it will provide, includunteering in my church's nursery, etc.. I
ing the chance to get to know people
have worked a lot with kids and come
and businesses in theodebmmunity.
to really enjoy it."
"Going to all the different places in
It was Futrell's mother. a''former Miss
town, hopefully people will learn my
Spring herself, who encouraged her to
name and I can form relationships that
apply for the title.
could help me in the future." she said:
"St.e a1 ways rep-iinded
o w hen ,
It's another way of getting my foot in
Miss Spring meetings were and how I
the door.'''
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the title of Mks Spring. Taylor said she
By JESSICA MORRIS
was really excited.
Community Editor
"It's an honor to be picked out of all
Calloway County High's Taylor Futrell
the people that applied." she said, "And
has a lot on her plate.
A varsity basketball point guard. var- to know that they thought I as the' best
sity .softball center fielder. underclass- candidate.Having this title means you are repTan editor for the yearbook staff, tutor
first and second graders, she is also resentative of not only your school but
involved with various clubs and activi- the Murray-Calloway County communities. including Future Educators of Amer- ty, she added, and that is not something
ica. Future Business Leaders in Ameri- to be taken lightly. She encourages kids
ca. Lakers for Christ. Laker Legion (Pep to always be themselves, no matter what
the circumStance.
Club) and Leadership Tomorrow.
"People are always going to talk about
But staying busy is one thing that Futrell
you. regardless of what you do or who
says she really enjoys.
"What you put into something is what you are." she said. "If you know that
you will 'get out of it, .so you always you are doing right, that's all that mathave to work hard and do your best or ters
When she is not in school. Futrell
you won't have god results." she said.
Being a senior who participates in can be found outside,enjoying sports.'esernumerouS activities means Futrell is con- cising and running, or at her church.
stantly around younger athletes and school Involvement in teaching others has become
peers. and the opportunity to be a role a sort of passion for her.
"I just love little kids and they tend
--model is always present.
"I would like to think of myself as to love me to." she said. "They are a
someone who can be looked up to," she lot of fun and definitely keep thing.
said. "I would consider myself an all interesting
In fact, Futrell plans to major in eduaround 'good girl," a positive role model
for young girls."
In finding out that she had received

Ledger & Times photos

Above, Misses Spring Futrell and Stewart love animals. Below, the girls
take a break.

little sisters. Together they bake and play
WO games, Futrell said.
"1 like giving them advice or helping
,
.
thtim with any problems they are facing." sbe added.
Futrell said recently she has also taken
up cooking as a hobby.
"I love looking up recipes on the
website) Pinterest and then trying them
out on my family. I am pretty busy. but
I usually try and cook,for my parents a
couple times a week.- she said.
Stewart and Futrell also shared some

fun facts about themselves.
Smart said that she has always been
a 'pet person.'
"I've had 14 snakes at one time. Since
my dad used to he the inanager of Farmers Farmacy. I would constantly be atrund
pets, big and small. We e‘en had a boa
constrictor named Rosie," she stated.
What many people would not guess
about her. Futrell noted, is that she is
"a bit of a country girl."
"I enjoy coon hunting with my dad."
she said. "I even drive the tractor in the
tobacco patch for my brother in the summer."

Futrell sees Mfss Spring title II Hobbies and interests...
as chance to be a role model From Previous Page
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of how special she is. She is a bright spot
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
wherever she goes: Beautiful girl. beautiful
Staff Writer
sMile, beautiful spirit! I couldn't he more
The adults who have kirown Haley Steart over the yeais say she has a bright spir- happy in your choice of naming her Miss
Spring. 2012!"
it that is impossible not to notice. and say
"Haley is a very special young lady."
she shares her positive attitude with everysaid Amber Sugg.for whom Haley has interned
one she meets.
"Haley is such a special person to me in a children's ministry.. "She's energetic
and my family," said Cheri Greer, a long- and fun. Her confidence is contagious. I am
time family frien'd. "We have loved watch- often impressed with her Ability to engage
ing her as she has grown into such a beau- all types of people no matter how different
tiful, independent young woman. Just like they are from her. Her open-mindedness is
her parents. Haley is so outgoing and friend- one of her greatest strengths. She respects
ly. She immediately wins people over with who she is with love and grace. but she
her sweet spirit and loving attitude, which also maintains a forward perspective of how
is rooted in her strong faith and love for her life and faith are developing her daily."
Haley worked at Sirloin Stockade for
God. We are proud of her and know He
has great things for her to Jo with her life." some time, and owners Adam and Lisa Carv"Haley has been such a blessing to my er said she was a wonderful employee.
"Haley is a wonderful. young lady that
family." said Candace Latimer. "She started
• taking care of my daughter Angelic in Feb- has al‘vays got a smile on her face, is very
ruary. The happiness and energy. she brings cheerful and gets along well with everyto our home every day is amating. She is body." Adam Carver said. "She's just an
such a good role model for Angelic, whether employee that for us was dependable and
that be by in‘iting Angelic to church; help- pleasant to work with.Adam said Haley's involvement in tilt:
ing her daily with schoolwork or allowing
Angelic to be a part of her brother Brax- community made her a natural when it came
ton's life by letting them play together. We to customer service.
"Being the type of person she is. she
are so thankful for her." "I have known Haley through our church knows a lot of people. and it was always
since she was a little girl," said Patsy Miller. nice to see the way she greeted those folks
"I taught her in Sunday :School in third
grade. That is when I really became aware
See Next Page

Stewart is pictured with her family on vacation.

Phcito provided

Adults in Stewart's life comment on her bright spirit
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Stewart is pictured
with a few of the
people she considers
her mentors. Above.
Stewart and Caitlin
Williams. ,At left.
Stewart with family
friend and role model
Judith Brady.
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Istr\ Haley has demonstrated that it is
possible for a member of today's youth
to have great character and. maintain
moral and ethical behavior. The decision
to select her to represent the face of a
new spring is not a stirprise. Haley's
development into adulthood. as well as
the way she handles herself, serves to
give us all hope concerning the bright
future of the students in Murray and
Calloway County. Her, joy and positive
attitude is certainly a breath of fresh
air."

• Adults in Stewart's life...
From Previous Page
and made them feel welcome.,She's active
in her church and active in .the community and everything, so She knows a lot
of people. Of course, in a business like
ours, all those folks come in. and it was
always kind of nice to see how they
interacted."
"I have watched Haley grow and develop into a wonderful young lady." said
Lori Melton. "She has been very active
in our church youth group and is currently assisting with the children's min-

fib

Stewart with her Aunt Rhonda and Uncle Joe from Michigan. Stewart
said hey have encouraged and supported her in many ways over the
years.
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Misses Spring share their
hobbies and interests

•See Next Page

By ANGIE HATTON
Staff Writer
Both Nlisses Spring are busy with academics. ci\
engagement. athletics and other comittments But they
each like to make time tor relax in hobhi.c and time
with friends..
• Haley Stewart said that to utm Md. she enjoys playing outside with her brother, and spending time at the
lake, as well as hunting and fishing._
She also likes to hang out with her friends and her
boyfriend, she said.
"Lately. me and a lot of friends have been on a
health kick, so when we hang out we ride bikes, go
to the gym or run," she said. "They've been great
motivation and encouragement."
Being a part of her church body at First Baptist
Church in Murray has' been a huge part of her life.
Stewart stated. At home. Stewart enjoys reading the
bible and study ing different hooks. She said- her favorites
are James. Philippians. Corinthians and Psalms. •
Scrapbooking has been something that Stewart has
enjoyed doing too.
Taylor Futrell said she likes to go on a. jog to relax.
"It helps me get my mind off things for a little
while and to just do something that I enjoy." Futrell
said. "In the summers though, laying by the pool is
probably the most relaxing thing that I do."
When she is with friends. Futrell said that she likes
to go out to eat or to the movies. She said two of
her neighbors are twin sisters, and they are like her
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Photos provided and Ledger 8. Times photo

Taylor

Above left. Stewart after a hunting trip with her
dad. Below left. Futrell poses with a raccoon
after hunting. Above. Misses Spring find the ribbon cutting equipment at the Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce.
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Taylor Futrell, standing center, poses with a class of students she visited
at Southwest Elementary School

Photo provided

spent about two months in the classroom
.S Ite
getting to know all the children. .
recalled one girl in particular. Kim Ventura. being upset on Taylor's last day in
the classroom and crying while telling
her how much she was going to miss
her. She said that when Cooper announced
Taylor had been selected as Miss Spring.
Ventura gasped and hugged her. saying.
"Miss Tay lot. I am so proud of you!Taylor said she has worked with kids
in a ,sanety of settings. including assisting at basketball and softball camps.
"I see little kids whenever I ni out at
recognize me „from
Southwest. they
run up and
basketball camp. and they
attach' theinsels es to ,me and say. *Do
you remember me'.''" Taylor said.
Because Tay or's fasorite subject in
school is math, she once considered a
career in accounting. but changed her
mind for good this year. She said 'Qu.‘
wants to have a family and coach, and
thought the hours for an elementary
school teacher would probably be mae
hospitable to that, inchidinti<aving the
same breaks as her children.
"1 questioned (teaching) at tW beginning of the yetir.- Taylor said. "I thought
about doing accounting. but then I've
talked. to a few CPAs and I've realized
that's not for me.'Taylor said that if she didn't teach.
she could also see herself' working for
a children's ministry.

Futrell takes a picture of herself with one of the students at a class she
visited at Southwest Elementary School.

By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Taylor Futrell says she plans to haw
a career teaching elementary school, which
comes naturally considering the educators in her family. Both her mother. Teni.
and brother. Chase. work at Callow as
County High School. -where Taylor is a
student.
, "I've said that I wanted to be a teacher
since about the third grade. After I got
past cowgirl singer_ and movie star
after that, that's when I actually picked
a realistic career.- Taylor said laughing.
"It was teaching since about third grade.Taylor said that besides having her
mother as a role model. she always felt
like she could help explain thiugs well
to others. She' said she was always the
one in (la'ss who was s lling to try to
help the other students if they didn't
understand something. She said she has
always enjoyed being around young children. so elenlyinnty 'school is her chosen field.
"Preferably, I want to teach kindergarten
through second grade. but I know you
don't always get a choice,- she said.
This year, Taylor took two education
classes. which allowed her to get out
and work in tire field. One of the duces required 22 hours in a classroom, and
Taylor chose to spend time working in
Sheila Cooper's first-grade classroom at
Southwest Callow as Elementary School.
Another class required tutoring hours..so
she -picked the same class to meet that
requirement.
By the end of her time there, she had

Elementary education career goal for Futrell
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female athletes to go through our school. She
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
has been a big part of the success of this
Staff Writer
Adults in Taylor FutrelFs life describe her group. She is a great teammate and has been
as kind, a hard worker ans someone who a pleasure to coach. She does not like losing. and her attitude and will to go above
neNer giNes up.
-Taylor Futrell is without a doubt one of and beyond what is asked of her makes her
13 Lit the most important thing
the finest young ladies I have es er been asso- a special at
ciated w ith.- said Sammie Cunningham. a about Taylor is she is just a great person and
preacher at Grace Baptist Church. "I hase ss ill he yen,' successful in whateVer she chooscoached Taylor all through the years both at es to do in her life."
"From the first time I met Taylor. I fell
basketball and softball. I has e also been her
love w ith her spirit.- said Britei Steward.
in
Church.
Baptist
Grace
at
pastor for many years
'Fay or IN one young person I has e nes er had who was formerly Taylor's south minister before
to instruct to do what's right or work hard he !nosed out-of-state. "She .is one of the
or focus. No matter_ ss hat she is doing. she 555eetest. kindest. and most Ins mg students I
gi\es her all and dOi- s' it the right way. Tay - ha N. e ewer had She alkkays V.Cars -a smile.
lor comes from a ‘er‘ good family as v,e11. her glass is alk+a‘s half full, and she is always
Tommy and Terry hase worked hard to teach concerned about others over herself. The attribher to gise her all at whateser she is ding. utes that she possesses are the ones I pray
Where\ er Tay lor goes and ‘khatorer she choos- that my children w ill end up w ith.
"Taylor is a out h minister's dream stues to do in life she ss ill be a success. The
sky is the limit for this young lady. I could- dent,- Stew ard continued. "She is one that
holds ,a -relationship ss ith her Savior more
n't be [mire pniud of her!
important
than the relatoinships with the world.
the
me
impresses
"The biggest thing that
most about Taylor is how hard she works at Although she loses everyone she meets, she
anything she does.- said Troy Webb. who has is not w illing to move from her beliefs. She
coached Taylor in high school softball and -is a friend to everyone and strives to show
middle school basketball, as well as teaching the world that Christ lives in her. She uses
her at North Calloway Elementary. "Whether her relationship with God to motivate her
it be basketball, softball or school she works through Ides challenges. I am so proud of
extremely hard to he successful. She has been
a part of one of the most successful class of
See Next Page
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Futrell gives Calloway County High School Lady Laker basketball coach Scott Sivills, one of her mentors, a hug during a
game.
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Futrell described as kind, hard worker by adults in her life
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her, her achievements. but most of all.
her walk with the Lord."
"She Competes in life every day," said
Scott Sivills. Taylor's basketball coach,
"She does not allow a day to pass where
she doesn't change the world in a positive way. She always gives her hest
effort. and I saw that mainly on the side
of basketball. No matter the circumstance.
she played with such passion in practice
and in games. I never asked for it! She
just brought that workman's attitude each
and every day. This was instilled by her
parents and her brother. Chase. Some
people today might think she was over
the top at things, hut she never left a
stone unturmed.
• "I think her competitive nature and
her will td succeed will carry her above
and beyond her limits. If you tell her
she cannot do it, she will prove you
wrong. She will find a way to get the
job done. She made a 27 on her ACT
and wasn't satisfied. She took it again
and made a 32. She is driven beyond
measure."
"Hardworking. beautiful, friend, caring. dedicated, smart, funny; these are
just a few words that come to mind
when I think about my sister-in-law Tay-
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'or." said Chelsea Futrell, who also has
coached Taylor in the past. "I have had
the opportunity to watch Taylor grow
from a little girl into a beautiful and
successful young lady. Thylor is one of
the most dedicated and hardworking
teenagers that I know. She expects and
strives to he the .hest in everything she
does. As a coach and teacher. you hope
and pray, that each one of your students
exhibits these qualities. Taylor's dedication and work ethic is evident from both
her success in the classroom and in her
athletic accomplishments.
"I look forward to watching Taylor
move on to the next chapter in her bite.
I have had the privilege of playing the
role of a big sister to Taylor. Being an
only child. I have truly enjoyed sharing
the :little" things together: picking out
prom dresses, homecoming, the things
that make tfie high school years so enjoyable.
"As Taylor ends her time at Calloway
County High School and prepares to
enter college, the future looks very promising. I look forward to- sharing more
good times in the years to come. I am
so blessed to have Taylor in my life. I
am so, proud of her and I love her very
much." -

1111 Futrell described as kind...

MISS SPRING 2012
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Futrell is pictured with Chelsea Futrell, her sistter-in-law and former
coach
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Miss Spring Taylor Futrell is pictured with her mother, Teri Futrell, who
was also Miss Spring in 1977. Both represented Calloway County High
School.

ANGIE HATTON r Ledger & Times
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Futrells share Miss Spring title

By ANGIE HATTON
Staff Writer
It is a great honor when a daughter
is able to share in a mother's legacy.
Calloway County High School's Miss
Spring Taylor Futrell has the unique experience of sharing her title v.ith her mother. Teri (Morris) Futrell. who was Miss
Spring in 1977.
Taylor Futrell said that she knew her
mother had been Miss Spring. and it
was partly due to her mother's encouragement that she decided to apply for
the title.
Ten Futrell said that she is very proud
and excited for her daughter.
"I know she realizes that it is' a great
honor for her to represent CCHS and
she is very thankful for this opportunity." she said. "With our family and
extended families being aura Murray and
Calloway County, ad the fact that we
are all still living and working in thi's

Ledger

area. I think we have a strong Sense of
pride and love for our community .
The experience has been fun. said
Taylor Futrell. She said she has liked
the photo shoots involving animals, and
she has Mad a good time at the stores
that have allowed her to dress up in
their clothes.
Her mother also remembers the photo
shoots she went through fondly.
"The best part was going to all the
places of business, and not just taking
pictures. hut actually getting to, know the
people. I have several friendships' that I
know stemmed back to when I first got
to meet them at their businesses." said
•
Teri Futrell.
"One of my favorite times was when
I wore my overalls and got to climb up
on one of the big tractors for a picture."
she added.
The Miss Spring competition • has
become more ,rigorous since the 1970s.
Teri Futrell said she was
selected by Callowy County High School to represent Miss Spring. She did
not have to go through the
applica • n, essay writing
and interview process that
her daughter experienced.
Ten Futrell said she was
impressed by the attention
to detail the "Murray Ledger
& Times" pays to candidates.
This is only the second
time a mother and daughter have both been chosen
Miss Spring. The first was
in 1999 when Whitney
(Morris) Cooper. alumna of
Calloway County High
School. shared the designation with her mother. Murray High School alumna
Morris. who
& Times photo Tonya(Carroll)
was the first Miss Spring
in- 1974.

Teri Futrell is pictured on the cover of the copy
she keeps of Miss Spring 1977.

"Where your
ideas
turn to gold"
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Stewart helps out with hair paint at a fall festival
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own boutique. When she was growing
up. her father owned Farmer's Pharmacy and she appeared in many TV com-mercials for the business. She snid she
still getN-ecognized by people as the
"Farmer's Pharmacy girl" all these years
later.
"I could see myself doing sales.- she
said. "My dad's a sales rep and he always
told me I could do it. I was always the
girl that sold the most doughnuts in our
fundraiser. We would just set up the
table on the side of the road, like at
BB&T, and sell doughnuts for the soccer team. I could always get people to
buy. I think I could he good at that.
like a pharmaceutical rep. just anything
with sales."
Haley said her mother taught preschool and worked at the hospital's day
care center when she was growing up,
and she could imagine herself doing
something. similar. She said her mom
also used to he a faculty member in
Murray State l'insersity 's College of Education and that she still attends and assists
ss ith educational conferences.
"I think it's one of those things that's
inevitable. like I'm going to teach somewhere, whether it's Sunday school or
whether I get halfway through college
and I realize that I'm actually supposed
to be a teacher or something like that."
Haley said. Or with ministries. I'm going
to end up teaching. I could see myself
teaching or coaching."

Stewart, fourth from left on the front row, is pictured with her work group
on a mission trip

By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Haley Stewart's interests range from
children's -ministries to sale* and education. but whatever she does. in life, she
looks forward to working with people every
day.
"I definitely wouldn't want to just not
talk to anyone all day: I love to talk."
she said.
Haley says she plans to major in organizational commbnications at college and
minor in youth and non-profit leadership. She said she doesn't know exactly where that will lead. hut she knows
she wants to have a job in which she
would hase a lot of interaction ss ith people:preferably children. She said she would
like to work in a children's ministry
either full-time or part-time. and has
interned at church in the past year. She
said she also has been on a couple of
mission trips in the past and would like
go to Guatemala with her friend. Caitlin
Williams. She said ,Wilriams. who is now
taking classes at Georgetown College.
has gone on trips to Guatemala and Haiti.
Even though she hasn't yet graduated front high school. Haley also already
ha's 100 hours of volunteering under' her
belt with Murray-Calloway County Hospital. She said she has toured Lifehouse
Ministries and would like to work or
volunteer there after graduating from high
school.
Haley said that if she doesn't end up
working in a non-profit, she could see
herself working in sales or owning her

Stewart hopes to use interests in kids, education, sales in career
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Haley's father, Jeff Stewart, answers and she has such a love for children ,
questions about his daughter from Ledger that it has been . a true Missing for. us
&.Times Cqmmunity editor Jessica Mor- 'to see her follow God's plans.'
ris.
MLT: Whitt are your biggest hopes
MLT: What is your favorite mem- for your daughter?
IS: My biggest hope for her is to see
ory of your daughter? One that realher continue to follow God's plan for
ly stands out in your mind.
JS: My mOst fond memory of my daugh- her life. Obviously I hope it includes a
ter comes from one of our many hunt- college degree in a field she loves, a
ing trips to south Texas. In fact, it was healthy marriage and kids for her mothher first trip down there with me and er, and me to spoil.
she wanted so badly to shoot a Texas
MCI': If there was one thing you
trophy Whitetail. It was the last afiernoon and as the sun was setting on her hope your daughter has learned or will
hunt she realized she was leaving Texas learn' from you, what would it be?
JS: If Haley only takes one lesson
without any success. She started crying
me as her father I would hope it
front
my
broke
it
and
right there in the blind
heart yet filled it with. pride all at the was respect! Since she was a smal) child
same time. Her reaction showed me that I have stressed the need for her to'respect
she had des eloped not only a passion others and especially adults: She has built
for hunting but a passion for being suc- some strong friendships with many adults
in our church. teachers and others in the
cessful at any endeavor.
community. I feel she has shown them
MIT: What accomplishment of hers respect and they in turn have grown
closer to her because of it.
are you most proud of!
JS, While Haley has accomplkshed many
MIT:. Describe your daughter in one
things in her . oung life, the one I am
most proud of is her internship with the sentence.
JS: Haley has a passion for life, an
First Baptist Church children's ministry.
She has developed a strong relationship incredible loyalty and lose for her fam- Stewart is pictured with her dad.
with her Lord and Savior Jesus Christ ily and has never met a stranger.

Q & A with Haley's Dad

Monday,April 30,2012
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Stewart is pictured with her mother, Karmel
Stewart, on one of Haley's birthdays.

Congratulations Taylor & Haley!

'Haley's mother. Karmel Stewart. answers questions goalie gloves .until she mentioned it to me one day
about her daughter from Ledger & Times Community before a big game. It means, don't worry about anyeditor Jessica Morris.
thing. pray about everything. She sets an example for
all of us in that respect. I. am so thankful for all of
MIT: What is your favorite memory of your the people that were placed in Haley's life who mendaughter? One that really stands out in your mind. tored her and I am thankful that we live in such an
KS: One of my favorites is of her as A toddler. I awesome community with 'so many opportunities.
remember her pouring an entire box of cereal out on
her little red play table. Her cereal bowl filled and
MIT: What are your biggest hopes for your
over-flowed with cereal piling up and spilling on to daughter?
the table and the floor. I was out of the room for just
KS: My hopes and dreams ;for Haley include the
a second, and when I' returned, what did I do? I "American Dream" with the to'rhite picket fence and
grabbed my camera, of course. She was so independ- whatever God has in store. All I want is for her to
ent and she continues to be as she approaches adult- be happy. to he adored by her future husband, to raise
hood.
a family in a Christian home and be a productive
member in her community.
NILT: What accomplishment of hers are you most
proud of?
MIT: If there was one thing you hope your
KS: I am most proud of her being so well-round- daughter has learned or will learn from you, shat
ed. When I look back over the years. I think of her would it be?
singing in the Praise Band at First Baptist. going on
KS: I hope that I have pa.ssed on generations of
hunting trips with her dad, her interest in photography, family values to Haley. I hope that she continues to
playing varsity soccer, going to the state Foreign Lan- develop a strong work ethic, a compassionate heart
guage Festival. participating in the mentoring program and the initiative and drive to persevere. If she conat church. serving as a hospital volunteer, getting her tinues to be a life-long learner and grow in her Chrisfirst job at Sirloin Stockade and growing in her Chris- tian faith, everything else will fall into place.
tian faith. She always kept her grades up and managed to have a lot of fun and meet a lot of people
Describe your daughter in one sentence.
and still focus oh the right things. She knows more
KS: When Haley was a little girl. I said she had
about the Bible than I will ever know. I had no idea curls in her hair, stars in her eyes and springs in her
she had written Phillipians 4:6-7 on the palms of her feet and I hope that never changes!

MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY
teplyefirepetip.
FAIR FACILITY RENTAL

The multi-purpose facility has a certified kitchen. tables and chairs.
podium and a large flat screen television with computer hook-up.
all of wnich are available for use during rental.

For rates, availability, policies 8r other information, contact:

Jerry McCoy or Courtney Greer @ 270-753-5940
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ties a chore; they are a labor of love.
aspects of our community. Each day
"I love working with younger chil- we had a theme and toured various busidren and being able to help others. It nesses throughout Murray. Being involved
of every citizen, and this year's Miss
From Previous Page
honestly makes my day if I see a smile in this program has really opened my
Spring honorees have a head start on
mg is the direction she wants to go.
fulfilling their social responsibility right on a kid's face and I know that I am eyes to different parts of the communi"After doing so. lean still confidentthe one who put it there," she said. ty that I was not familiar with. prior to
out of high school.
ly say that I want to become a teacher.
As far as involvement in the commu- "With Leadership Tomorrow I have been this experience."
I simply enjoy working with younger
nity. Futrell has been part of several given the opportunity to ,see different
children. I work both basketball and softCCHS clubs including BETA. Future
ball camps throughout the year," she
Business Leaders of America. Future
said. "Every year. I always have a blast
Educators of America. Lakers for Christ
just getting to work with kids."
and Laker Legion and takes that dediShe already attends two classes at
cation outside the school house as well.
MSU during which she goes to South"In addition, I am on the yearbook
west Calloway Elementary School to tutor
staff, and I was selected to be in Leadfirst grade students.
•
ership Tomorrow." Futrell said. "I also
"This is often the highlight of my
play
varsity basketball and softball. In
day. The children love me and I have
the
community. I am in Grace Baptist
such a good time working with them,"
Youth Group. I also volunteer in our
she said. "I feel like becoming a teactier
church niiisery."
wouldn't be a job in which I got up
She gets involved with various clubs
each morning dreading going to work.
at
school because she doesn't want to
This would be a career path that would
let
great opportunities slip by.
make me extremely happy."
"I really didn't want to look back on
She expects teaching will bring fulmy high" school -career with regrets." she
fillment just knowing that she's had an
said. "Thus. I tried to get into a little
impact of someone else's life.
hit of everything. Also, I enjoy volun"That way. after I have retired. I won't
teering in our church nursery because I
have to look back on my life and wonfeel like it is one way that I can conder if I ever truly made a difference in
tribute
get involved
and
really
at
our
,the world."
church."
Photo provided
esponsibllity and involvement in the
But she doesn't consider her activi- The Futrell family on vacation at Dauphin Island.
community ih which you live is the duty

Ledger & Times photo

Futrell and Stewart find some white hats while out on a photo shoot.
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Congratulations Haley &.Taylor!
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go to story hour at the public library," Futrell said.
-We hate been best friends. ever since. I think it is
very important for me to have someone like her in
my life. I know without a doubt that I can count on
her if I ever need anything or' even just someone to
talk to.Benson also plays basketball and softball and the
two share a lot of fun experiences together.
"We've been to two state tournaments together and.
many over night trips." Futrell said. "The same goes
• for my sister-in-law, Chelsea Futrell. Chelsea has always
been my 'coach for basketball and softball. Chelsea is
the oiie person I can go to with any problem I have.
Whether its problems in sports. or even boy troubles.
Chelsea 'is always there for me. It means a lot to have
someone in Your life like that you can turn to and
you feel like 'they really understand.Futrell plans to attend Murray State University and
study teaching following graduation from CCHS in
May. Afterward, she wants to teach — right here in
Murray.
"I have war* to become a teacher since elementary school. My mom is a teacher so I think that as
a major influence on my decision at an early age."
she said. "I also' had a first grade teacher, Kathy Nelson. that I absolutely adored. 1 ju`st always knew that
I wanted to have a positive impact on someone else's
life the way she had on mine."
She's done some thinking in the past year about
Photo provided
her choice and has come to the conclusion that teach- Futrell is pictured with her friend and Calloway
County High School softball team mate, Neely
C9_allimore
Page
Next
See

Congratulations
Maley & Taylor!!

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Miss Spring Taylor Futrell said support from family and friends has been very important to her success
at school, participation in church and activities in the
community.
She also has big plans for a teaching career after
college and she's sure shell have continued support
Futrell.. a Calloway County High School senior, said
young adults need a circle of support from family
supplemented by encouraging friends to help them deal
with challenges of life.
Her family is always ready to give advice or a
helping hand.
"If 1 need help on school work, my mom never
hesitates to give her assistance. Also, my dad worked
with me almost every day in basketball. He would rebound
or give me tips to improve my game." Futrell said.
"My brother also helps me with my math homework
as he was a math major. He would also play me in
one-on-one anytime that I asked."
Her family's support is a mainstay in everything
she does.
"My dad, brother and mom are at'every single game
that is possible for them." she said. "It makes everything a lot- easier knowing that you have people that
love you and care about you there to support you in
everything you do."
But supportive friends also play a part.
"Particularly my best friend, Lauren Benson. I knew
Lauren before we even started school because her
grandma used to baby-sit me, and Lauren and I would

Support from family and friends vital to Futrell's success
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MIT: How did your family celebrate
the news of Taylor being chosen as a Miss
Spring?
We went out to eat and had a toast
4
for Taylor. Her mother and I are extremely proud of • her because we know the
quality of girls that Miss Springs have
been and the competition this year *as
tough. We were tickled because it takes
a good student, a good citizen and all
around good family-oriented girl to be
Miss Spring. I am so proud of her period.

MIX: Describe your daughter in one
sentence.
IF: Taylor loves her family. children and
is extremely competitive!

MIT: It there was one thing you hope
your daughter has learned or will learn
from you. What would it be?
IF: That in whatever she does,she tries to
do the very best that shexan do. Also to be
willing to sacrifice herself to do the work.

What are your biggest hopes for
your daughter?
IF: To also keep GOD first and family
second then et erything else will fall into
place,

Congratulate
€raylor & Haley!

Gas Buster
Scooters

and

ion 9411I1 vy
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Home Health Plus, proudly provides home heath < are services 1(3-persons in the
«rotort of their homes. We ,i(( ept kirdir are, Medicaid, and private insurance. ,
tome 1 Walsh Plus will provide services to any resident of CaHoway ountt.
qualifies tor home health care. Allow us the opportunity to take $:areiof
You or vow loved one today. Call us at 270-753-5656.

Congratulations Haley & Taylor

di, Home Health Plus,Inc.

Futrell is pictured as a young girl giving her dad, Tommy Futrell, a kiss
on the cheek.

MISS SPRING 2012

800 South 4th St., Murray • 753-7634 •(270)836-7398

MLT: What accomplishment of hers
are you most proud or
TF: Her grades first and then her involvement with sports. There were many times
when slie wouldn't go out with friends
unless she had her homework done first.
With sport!, she could always be found
practicing. getting up early to run. etc. She
would do whatever it takes.

MIN: What is your favorite memory of
your daughter? One that really stands
•
out in your mind.
IF: The nights that Taylor would go raccoon hunting with me. I remember one time
we were hunting across the creek, her boots
were too short and the water too deep and
we both fell in! She shot the coon several
times but didn't hit it, but she really
enjoyed the experience. Coming back
across the creek. I was packing her and we
fell in again. After changing into some dry
clothes, she was ready to go out hunting
again! I really enjoyed us spending time
together and she said that I took care of her
that day.

Tar/or :s lather, TimanyFz,irell. WIN WerS
questiottN about h1.1 daughter from Ledger
& Times Community editor le.s.wca Mar-
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Q & A with Taylor's dad
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Teri Futrell, a smile.
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Futrell is pictured as a baby giving her

MISS SPRING 2012

MIT: If there was one thing you
hope your daughter has learned or will
learn from you, what would it be?
IF: No matter what, the obstacles are
before you. you can accomplish anything
through Christ. dedication and hard work
... and still have fun.

MLT: What are your biggest hopes
for your daughter?
IF: That she will accomplish the goals
that she has set for herself and that she
will find a "good" guy that makes her
happy and makes her life complete.

Tournaments, but I am even more proud
of her accomplishments in the classroom.
She has received numerous academic
awards and is on track to become valedi9orian of her class. But more importanily than both of those. I couldn't be
prouder. of the young. Christian woman
that she has become.

Q& A with Taylor's mom
Taylor's mother. Teri Futrell. answers
questions about her daughter from Ledger
& Times Community editor Jessica Morris.
MLT: What is your favorite memory of your daughter? One that really stands out in your mind.
IF: I have so many it is hard to
choose. I think back to when she was
little and the times that we spent reading together before bedtime. Then it got
to where she memorized every nursery
rhyme in her storybooks, and began reciting them for her grandparents or her
Aunt Sherry. She soon began making up
her own stories and using different accents
to go with them. She was quite the little entertainer! At sleep-overs, she and
her fnehds would dress up and do skits.
for each other, while they were recording them to make mini movies. I do
believe she would have gone into
drama/theater of some sort, if it were
not for her involvement with athletics.

51-4101-1

MIT: Describe your daughter in one
sentence.
TF: Taylor is a competitik e. hardworking young lady, who puts Christ
and family first in her life, and who
loves to spend time with her friends.
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at Trends 'N Treasures
130b S. 12th St.• Ste. 193

arotr., 1•441Byar, e;Barbara Barmett(270)293-91;

www.i)iingitonfashion.com

All new merchandi '

trail/ire Attire For AllAge.,

MLT: What accomplishment of hers
are you most proud of?
IF: Of course, I am so proud of her
accomplishments in basketball- and softball— getting to see both of those teams
reach it to the Final Four in the State
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with Ups and Downs. a regional support group for
families that have children with Down Syndrome." she
said. -I've participated in seven Buddy Walks, which
brother in a room for family dinners and I can't stop are public events where friends and families of peolaughing. They've all added so much to my life and I ple with Down Syndrome come out and we have a
think that they've made me who I am today."
huge party. We grill out and dance and have a talent
Stewart already has a good foundation in commu- show. Then, we take a walk around Nobel Park to
nity involvement: much of 'it at school, church and show our support to other families and friends."
comniunity organizations.
She's now vice president of Murray Woman's Clubs
"I am an intern at my church and therefore huge- junior chapter Chi- Mu and she has volunteered her
ly involved in church, but even before that I was an help at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for 100 servactive membet of the youth and in various leadership ice hours.one summer.
committees and went on tons of church trips. I've been
-Now I'm involved with the Special Olympics where
everywhere from Alabama to Canada for mission trips I volunteer with them as; they practice for track and
and church camps,- she said. "I was a singer in the field," she said.
praise band for several years and we played at our
church along with many other churches and church
events."
Her church is like a family as well and are very
important to her life.
"I've worked kids sports camp. vacation Bible schools.
fall festivals and even parades with my church and it's
never been anything but a joy," she said. "I always
enjoy working with my church, I rarely think of it as
a job but as something I think of as an investment.
Something that is for a bigger picture and that I'm just
a small part of a huge plan."
She's stay active throughout her high school years
in many ways including the Spanish club where she
competed in dialogue competition on the state level,
bringing home a second place win one year and a
third place win the next.
"I was in Fellowship of Christian Athletes where I
spoke once and played with 'the praise band. I was
in Future Business Leaders of America all four years,"
Photo provided
she added: "I'm a co-editor of the Murray High year- Stewart as a baby
book, I've been apart of the yearbook staff for two
years and I love it.- I am a
peer mentor, which is where
I work with kids with special needs everyday during
one class period and -I've
been involved in student
council since middle school."
Other activities include
the "Dawg Pound." otherwise known as the Pep Club
and was the historian for
Health Occupation Students
of America.
"I've lettered all four
years of high school fiv
Soccer.
High
Murray
high
I've participated in
school and junior varsity soccer since seventh grade."
she said. "Our team was
ranked fifth this year and
was part of the most successful lady soccer team in
Murray High history."
She participated in discus competition for varsity
Color •Cuts•Permanent Cosmetics • Manicures
track for three years and
Pedicunss• Chemical Texturizing
was in the regional finals
her junior year. She also
played basketball throughout middle school and to
her sophomore year in high
school.
1701 Hwy. 121 ypass Murray.755-9457
"As for civic organizations.I've been very involved

II Family and friends, Stewart...

Photo

most amazing
From Previous Page
way of showing someone that he loves them without saying a word.
He also has impeccable timing," she said. "I can come
home from the worst day ever and he can make me
forget anything had that ever happened. He's genuine
and that's kind of hard to find these days. Being born
with Down Syndrome, he doesn't c4re a bit about
what brands:people wear or what car they drive, he
cares about how they treat people and their character,
and it's neat to see that in an eight year old when
most adults don't even do that. I've learned so much
from him and he doesn't even know it. He's the most
amazing kid I've ever met."
' Stewart is part of a large family of support that
includes aunts, uncles, cousins and grandparents.
"I don't know where I'd be without their guidance
and support. They've been great role models for me
while I was growing up and as I continue to grow
up. I know'that I can look to them for guidance and
advice and they can tell me exactly whit I need to
hear. I think I'm most close with the ones that are the
farthest away, which is extremely inconvenient. My
aunt Rhonda and uncle -.Joe have been the most amazing aunt and uncle that I've ever had. I don't get to
see them very 'often., but that only makes the time
• spent with them that much more precious.
• Stewart says she has three "awesome" cousins,: Shelby. Jonathon and Sydney as well as great aunts, uncles.
other cousins and friends.
'"I could write a book about everyone who's helped
me but I just don't have the time," she said. "Last but
certainly not least, my grandparents are absolutely wonderful. I love the time spent with them. They give me
really valuable advice and life lessons but then we can
have tons of fun. My grandma has been there for me
through everything. and I know she always will. My
grandpa is so hilarious. He seriously is one of the
funniest people I know. Get him and my grandma's

Stewart with her mother,
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"I would love t work as a minister part time hut
By TOM BERRY
hills don't allow that then I could pretty much use
if
Staff Writer
said. "I could do public
Miss Spring Haley Stewart has big plans following my degree for anything." she
a salesperson. My main
be
or
company
a
for
relations
and
year
graduation from Murray High School this
be in constant communicato
is
degree
my'
goal
with
supto
continue
friend
and
family
on
counting
she's
to talk and connect with
porting her efforts to give back to the Calloway Coun- tion withh someone. 1 love
that lets me do that
degree
a
get
can
I
if
and
prOple
lead.
may
life
her
whereYer
ty community or
set."
I'm.
then
living
a
She's excited about plans to attend Murray State for
She knows shell need a circle of support from famUniversity and major in organizational communications
to think that will he
with a minor in the urns ersity's Youth and Non-Prof- ily and friend's and doesn't seem
always he there
will
family
her
says
She
problem.
a
it Leadership program.
friends to help her
"I'm going to be staying in the dorms with a child- for her along with encouraging
hood friend that lives in Louisville. I've always been over the 'rough spots.
"There are no words to describe how amazingly
a huge Racers fan. I lose Murray State. not just their
my family has been of 'me. I've always
supportive
athletics but their academics, their professors. and the
whatever I chose to do, my family will
that
known
out
get
to
excited
than
more
"I'm
camp's." .she said.
completely. My parents and I have gotup
me
back
c Ilege."
of the house and get going in j
over the years especially' when I startcloser
lot
a
ten
to
ministry
in
work
She hopes to put her degree 6
ed high school. I realized then that they are always
.
children.
to go through any"I absolutely love kids and I feel led to take my on my side, and that 1 neYer have
,
passion of children into a mission fie/d." Stewart said. thing alone." she said. She says her parents hase raised her to respect and
"I've had the dream-hopes of becoming a children's
people as she would want to be treated and she'll
treat
months
eight
now.
About
two
years
minister for about
ago I got an internship with my church as the chil- carry that lesson all her life.
"But (they've) left all the wort: up to me and I
dren's ministry intern. It's probably been one of the
always knew
biggest blessings of my life. It's opened my eyes to thank them for that." she added: "They
to figneeded
I
when
or
me
help
and
in
step
to
when
for
working
so many different aspects of ministry and
know what I would
a church but at the same time. I've completely fallen ure things out on my own. I don't
in love with working with children. I love my job do without them."
She's also counting on encouragement from her
now, it's my dream and I would absolutely love it if
brother.
that is where I ended up."
"My brother is my absolute biggest fan Ile has the
Photo provided
She's found that many children's ministry jobs are
Stewart poses in her Miss Spring sash with her part-time so she's taking a practical look at affirmaIN See Next Page
tives.
broher, Braxton
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Family and friend§, support Stewart's life goals
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NEW BUSINESS
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Candy Shop!
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WWW.BANKWITHHERITAGE.COM

210 North 12th St.• Murray, KY • 270-753-7921
1601 N 12th St.• Murray, KY• 270-767-2000
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Stewart is pictured after receiving a Senior
Leadership award at a Murray High School soccer banquet.

tions
gratula
Con
Haley
81.
Taylor

Futrell is pictured driving down the court during one of
the Calloway County High School Lady Lakers basketball games.

Always Welcoming

•See Next Page

By ANGIE HATTON
Staff Writer
Both of this year's Misses iSpring said that being
involved in sports has helped shape who they are as
indi‘ iduals.
Calloway County High School's Taylor Futrell became
ins oly ed in team sports around the time she started
elementary school, she said. She competed in almost
eYerything she could, playing basketball. soccer, softball, gymnastics and cheer. In high school. Futrell said
she narrowed her focus. She ran cross country her
freshman and sophomore years, and has played basketball and softball all four years of high school.
"First 44 all. I love exercise." commented Futrell on
her high school sports career. "I just really enjoy playing the sjions. 1 haYe fun. I also et to he around my‘
hest frields es cry day. Being in ti team also makes
you foil like you are a part (it something."
Futrell was a part of two big seasons for Calloway
County; High School's basketball and softball programs
in the 2010-2011 season. The Lady Laker basketball
team defeated Murray High School in the Region 1
championship. and went on to the state semi-finals in.
the girls Sweet 16. where they were defeated by Rockcastle County. It ended the best season in .school history. 32-2.
"That was probably the coolest thing that will ever
happen to Me." Futrell stated. "As far as this year
goes. the highlight would be scoripg my I 000th career
point in basketball."

7,1 aNed
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Involvement in athletics important to Misses Spring
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Congratulations Taylor Er Haley!

In June 2011. Futrell Was also a part
of the Lady Laker softball team's win
over Reidland High School that cinched
the program's first regional championship
since 2004. The team went on to finish
third best in the state.
Futrell said she-cherishes these moments
because they are milestones that show
that her hard work has paid off.Of the sports she plays, Futrell said
she has dedicated the most time to basketball, which in her house is a family
sport..
"In basketball. I definitely look up to
my older brother, Chase." she said. "He
played basketball in high school as well.
With Chase, -I saw that hard work and
dedication to something can .get you a
long way. I saw him practice basketball
for•hours every day. ... I 'only hope that
I will work as hard as Chase does in
everything that I do."
Murray High' School's Haley Stewart
said family also influenced her etitr into
athletic. competition.. When she was only
three years old. her father-. "a big sports
junkie." ptit her into soccer and she has
been playing, it ever since. she said.
"He wanted me to he really aggressive, and 'looking back. he's the one I
owe a lot of my soccer accomplishments
to2: she stated.

Stewart *joked that her father encouraged her to get involved in all kinds of
sports, except for cheerleading.
"He wanted me in Witere all the action
was, to get 'muddy and banged up. He
saw sports as something tO build my
character and viewed cheerleadidg as
wimpy. He swore he'd never raise a
cheerleader." Stewart said. "I'm glad he
didn't because all the bumps and bruises raised me to be a pretty tough. and
competitive girl."
Stewart was injured early in the 2010
soccer season, but she came back in her
senior year and was the starting "keeper
for the Murray High School soccei team.
She anchored the state's 12th best defense,
only allowing 23 goals in 25 games. and
helped the MHS team heat Graves Coun;
ty High School in 2011 to win the
school's second consecutive,regional championship. .1
• Stewart said she has always admired
Murray High School alumna Caitlin
Williams, Who is now a student at Georgetown College on a full soccer scholarship.
"She left everything on the field .aiid understood that she bad to work hard
for what she wanted.- said, Stewart. "She
was also -reall in vol yea in youth and

IN Involvement in athletics...

MISS SPRING 2012
At left, Stewart is pictured about
to kick a bell on the • field. Below
left, Futrell is pictured as a
young baseball player. Below
right, Futrell shows off the stains
on her uniform following a _hardplayed game.
Photos provided
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Photos provided

On previous page,' clockwise, from left, are, Futrell with her mother at
Calloway County High 'School homecoming, Futrell and friend Lauren
Benson, Futrell and 'her brother Chase, Futrell with Minnie Mouse,on an
away game with the CCHS Lady' Laker basketball team. On this page, clockwise from top are Futrell, front center,. with the freshrrian basketball
team and the regional championship tropby: -Futrell with friends dresied
up for Halloween and Futrell with her family at her brother's wedding.
•
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Congratulation.1
to the 2012
Mils Spring
Winners...
Taylor & Haley

Thank You
and Best Wishes
from the staff of the
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Futrell said sports has helped her learn life
lessons, and taught her how to be a leader.
%k as a great student. .1 look up to her a lot."
"It has taught me the meaning of teamwork
Stewart: v, as also on the Murray High School
and communication," she noted. "Being the capVarsity Girls Track and Field Team for three tain of the basketball team this. past year has
andlatirew discus. In 2011 at the Region-,
. also taught me the importance of leading by
al Championship Meet, she placed fifth out Of example, both on and off the, .floor. Through
18 throwers
basketball; I have also 'gained a kit of contacts
Outside of school, Stewart likes to bike with within the community as well. Many people
her ither and some of .her friends.
that I don't even know, recognize me simply
iI ro Young athletes starting out. ,she said .hav- as the point guard ,for Calloway."
:
ing fun and doing what one enjoys are the
"Being involved in sports has had a bigger
most ,important things ko remember.
influence .on me than I could ever explain,"
'Sometimes when soccer really starts to stress remarked Stewart. "Besides the fact that it kept
me out or 'I started to get burnt out I had to me in shape and healthy, it helped me meet
remind myself that its all about having' fun friends that _I still have today. It taught me to
and enjoying' your time you • have with your work towards your goals. to always enjoy yourteammates." she said. ?Work hard too. Hard self, and that winning isn't everything. I have
work will always pay off, and people. notice leadership skills and teamwork skills I would've
when you improve. It's.the best feeling when never had if it wasn't for soccer."
someone compliments you that you're' improvNeither Miss Spring plans to play collegiate
ing."
sports. Futrell said she had some offers from
•
' Futrell said working as hard as one cane is universities that wanted her to play basketball
•
essential to sliccess in athletics.
for them, but in' the end., she 'chose to stay
• ",What you .put into something is what you close to home and attend Murray State Univerare going to get out of ,it. So if you put in sity. She said she will likely be out on the
the sweat, and hard work, you will be -success- field playing intramural games. Stewart said she
ful," said Futrell. "No matter what, just know- will definitely be playing' intramurals too. She
that you have tried your best to be the best' said that she is much too competitive to let
you can be'at whatever you are doing."
her sports involvement peter out after high
Both young women said the commitment school.
they have put into sports has bled over into
other areas' of their -lives.

• Involvement in athletics...
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At left, Futrell, center,
is pictured as a young
girl with her teammates after winning a
tournament Below,
Stewart shows her
sportsmanship by
touching hands with
the other team after a
game
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Pictured, clockwise, from top, are Stewart with friends, Megg Hudson,. _
left, and Kayla Adams, right; Stewart building a snowman with her brother Braxton and Stewart with her cousins, Shelby, left, and Jonathan, center.
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Photos provided

Pictured, clockwise, from top left. are Stewart
as a baby: Stewart with her boyfriend. Logan
Canter: Stewart as a three-year-old Racer fan
and Stewart with her friend, Sarah Wooten.
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